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TIME-RESOLVED TWO-PHOTON ABSORPTION IN QUANTUM DOTS
AND POLARITONS
Chitra Gautham, PhD
University of Pittsburgh, 2016
We used two-photon absorption to study semiconductor samples. The energy of the photons
used to excite the particle is half the energy of the electronic transition. In one set of
experiments we have performed time-resolved measurements of the time scale for conversion
of excitons in dark states to bright (light-emitting) states in GaAs quantum dots. The dark
states are pumped using two-photon absorption, while the bright state emission is observed in
single-photon emission. This conversion time is connected to the spin flip time for carriers in
the quantum dots. The time scale is found to be of the order of several hundred picoseconds.
In a second set of experiments, we performed time-resolved measurements of two-photon
excitation directly into microcavity polariton states. Although this process is forbidden by
symmetry for light at normal incidence, we observed that it is allowed at non-zero angle of
incidence due to state mixing. Fermi’s golden rule for bosons states that absorption into
a final state is enhanced by the occupation of that state. This thesis reports experiments
aimed at using a laser beam to create a condensate and modulate the two-photon absorption
of a second beam.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
Two photon absorption was first proposed by Maria Goeppert-Mayer in 1931 in her doctoral
dissertation where she considered the theoretical impact of a large concentration of photons at
a particular point in space[1]. Using Dirac’s dispersion theory and Kramer and Heisenberg’s
derivation of two-photon emission, she suggested that two photons of energy E1 can combine
in a medium to create a single photon with twice the energy, E2 = 2E1. However, the base
assumption required a high concentration of photons since two photons needed to be incident
at the same point at the same time. Since there was no means of producing the required
concentration of photons at that time, the theory remained unproven for the next thirty
years.
Although lasers were not invented until the 1960s[2], the first masers were invented by
Bell labs in the mid 1950s[3, 4]. This maser was capable of producing short pulses of a high
intensity beam, which enabled W. Kaiser and I.C. Garrett to run an experiment confirming
two-photon excitation in 1961[5]. Since then two photon absorption has been used to study
various materials and used in many applications such as florescence microscopy[6], data
storage[7, 8], fabrication[9] and lithography[10, 11], etc. In this thesis I use two-photon
excitation to study two systems in particular - microcavity polaritons and quantum dots.
1.1 OVERVIEW
Two-photon excitation is a process by which a particle is excited from one state to another
(usually from the ground state to its lowest excitation state) by two photons which are
incident simultaneously. The energy of the photons used to excite the particle is usually
1
half the energy of the electronic transition, but any two photons which have energies that
adds up to be in resonance can give two-photon absorption. Apart from giving us a way
to probe the allowed and disallowed transitions in a system, this process has an added
advantage of making the obstruction of the signal by the pump photons unlikely since the
signal is quite far away in energy from the pump beam. Since it requires two-photons to
be incident simultaneously, the absorption goes as the square of the input intensity, making
it a nonlinear process and a three-wave mixing process. Apart from the applications listed
above, this property has been exploited in electronic gates[12], auto-correlators for pulse-
characterization[13], and two-photon polymerization[10, 14]. “Bright” and “dark” states are
defined as states accessible and inaccessible by single photon excitation. In this work, we
use the fact that two photon excitation into a dark state can be used to study spin flip
times in quantum dots, and dark state/bright state mixing in microcavity polaritons. The
lowest electronic transition of both these systems are between 750-780 nm in wavelength (or
1.653-1.589 eV) in energy and we use a beam of wavelength 1500-1560 nm (0.827-0.795 eV)
to study them. This is close to the optical communication range[15], and could potentially
be used in biophotonic[16] and telecommunication applications.
Quantum dots (QDs) are structures in which the electrons are confined in all three
directions, they are often referred to as 0-dimensional structures. They essentially behave
like a particle in a box, which gives them discrete energy states, making them artificial
controllable atoms. The theory of quantum dots is reviewed in Section 2.2. Semiconductor
quantum dots - like the ones used in this dissertation - are sometimes embedded in bulk
semiconductor structures. Since they interact with photons effectively, they have a variety
of applications such as quantum logic gates[17], quantum dot lasers[18], and single photon
emitters[19]. Spin states in quantum dots are studied for their applications in quantum
computing[17] and in this respect there is a great need for a better understanding of spin flip
times. Time-resolved spectroscopy gives us a means to study the spin flip times effectively.
Although relaxation of the J=1 states have been studied[20, 21], the dark J=2 state had not
been studied extensively before. In this thesis we aim to quantify the spin flip times of the
dark state exciton by using time-resolved spectroscopy.
The exciton-polariton system is a quantum superposition of light and matter. A photon
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is trapped between two mirrors which form a microcavity. Also placed inbetween the mirrors
are quantum wells, which have discrete exciton energy levels. The electrons in quantum wells
are bound along one direction as opposed to the electrons in quantum dots which are bound
along three directions. The photon and the exciton undergo quantum superposition to form
two new states called the upper and lower polaritons. The theory of exciton-polariton state
is reviewed in Section 2.3. Polaritons have been studied in detail over the past 15 years -
mostly for the bosonic properties[22, 23]. The mass of the polariton is ≈ 10−4me, and since
the mobility of a particle depends on the mass, the exciton-polaritons have the ability to
travel far and can be studied far from the point of excitation. While atomic Bose-Einstein
condensates are created at nano-kelvin temperatures, it is possible to create polariton BEC
at room temperatures[24, 25]. At low temperatures this system exhibits superfluidity[26],
Bose-Einstein condensation[23, 27], and can act as a coherent light source. In this thesis, I
look at the possibility of directly exciting the bright state of the exciton using two-photon
excitation, and used time-resolved measurement to determine if this process is an allowed
process or a forbidden process. This helped us study the dark/bright state mixing in the
exciton-polariton.
Polaritons are metastable particles because they can leak through the mirrors and the
energy escapes the cavity as photons. Although this feature may appear to be a drawback,
in long-lifetime samples this gives us a way to look at the condensate continuously. Polariton
condensates can be created by using harmonic traps in the plane of the polariton motion
and varying the density. These harmonic traps can be made using stress traps[23] or by
shaping an exciton cloud as explained in Section 7.3. Stimulated scattering into a state
with an occupation N is enhanced by (N+1) for bosons[28]. In polariton condensates, this
can be used to create polaritons using optical absorption. Thus, in principle, absorption
into the final state can be controlled by the occupation of the final state. This process of
deterministically absorbing the two-photon beam can be used as an optical switch. The laser
beam used to excite our samples at half the energy is required to be around 1550 nm which
lies in the optical communication band and can be propagated using a fiber. In this thesis,
I explore the possibility of modulated absorption of the this beam.
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1.2 OUTLINE OF THESIS
The main objective of this thesis is to study the two-photon excitation of quantum dots and
microcavity polaritons, both experimentally and theoretically. In order to do so, I start by
looking at the theory behind the two-photon process and determine whether it’s an allowed
process or a forbidden process.
Chapter 2 explains the theory and physics behind the various semiconductor structures I
studied. There is a brief review of distributed Bragg reflectors, quantum wells, and excitons,
following which the quantum superposition of a photon and exciton leading to the formation
of two new states - the upper and the lower polaritons is explained. I also discuss quantum
dots and look at how they differ from quantum wells. Finally, I study two-photon excitation
and the selection rules that govern it.
In Chapter 3, I discuss the various experimental devices we used to study the sample,
such as the laser system, the imaging devices, and the cryostat in detail. I also discuss the
different techniques employed to image the sample. The sample structure and fabrication
methods of both the quantum dots and polaritons we used in this thesis are explained.
In Chapter 4, I look at time-resolved two-photon excitation of quantum dots. In this
experiment we studied high-density quantum dots and studied the rise and decay time of
these quantum dots under femto-second excitation. Time-resolving the luminescence from
the quantum dots told us the rise and decay time of the quantum dot excitation and we were
able to measure a spin-flip time for the excited electrons.
In chapters 5 and 6, I discuss time-resolved two-photon excitation of polaritons. In
this experiment we observed direct creation of polaritons using two-photon excitation. Time
resolving the luminescence told us that there were two time peaks. I look at these time
peaks and the theory behind them. We also looked at the polarization, magnetic field, and
temperature dependence of these time peaks. I study the selection rules for polaritons and
measured the k-dependence.
Finally, in Chapter 7, I study the possibility of deterministic absorption of a beam which
is half the energy of the polariton. I create a condensate and send a beam at half the energy
through the condensate. Fermi’s golden rule tells us that the presence of the condensate
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should give us an increased absorption of the beam. I study the modulation of this beam
using various methods and set the limits to which we observe this beam.
Various detailed calculations, derivations and theory are reported in the appendices.
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2.0 THEORY
Semiconductors can be broadly classified as elemental semiconductors and compound semi-
conductors. Elemental semiconductors are made up of a single element, while a compound
semiconductor is made up of two or more elements. Different semiconductor materials have
different optical and conduction properties. In our studies we use type I band alignment
where if we place a piece of semiconductor with higher conductivity between pieces with
higher band gap, the electrons in the middle semiconductor encounter a barrier as they
move to the edge of the material. If we decrease the size of the middle semiconductor to
quantum scale, the density of states is quantized. In this chapter we will study the theory
behind two such semiconductor structures - semiconductor quantum dots and microcavity
polaritons.
2.1 EXCITONS
For an undoped semiconductor in its ground state, the valence band of the semiconductor
is fully occupied with electrons and the conduction band is “empty”. An electron in the
valence band cannot change its state by moving to another state since the other states are
fully occupied. However, if we supply the system with sufficient energy, an electron can be
excited from the valence band to the conduction band. This electron in the conduction band
can move around freely since the states are empty. The excited electron is called a “free
electron”. At the same time, there is an empty state left behind in the conduction band
which we call a “hole” (Figure 1).
The hole has a charge which is equal in magnitude to that of the free electron, but
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Figure 1: Schematic representation of an exciton. An valence band electron is excited to the
conduction band to leave behind a “hole”. The electron and the hole behave like a single
particle called the exciton.
opposite in sign. The spin of the hole is also opposite to that of the electron. The free electron
acts just like a electron in vacuum but has a different mass. Since the free electrons and
holes are excitations of the system, they are called quasi-particles. The electrons and holes
will feel a Coulomb force that will attract them to each other because they are oppositely
charged. Thus, if one particle moves, it will cause the other to move along and they form
a bound pair. This bound pair is called an “exciton”. The effective mass of excitons in
semiconductor GaAs is ≈ 0.1 me[29] making them much lighter than the hydrogen atom.
The kinetic energies of the free electron and hole are
Ee =
h¯2k2
2me
Eh =
h¯2k2
2mh
(2.1)
respectively[28]. Here, me is the effective mass of the free electron and mh is the effective
mass of the hole.
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The total energy of the exciton is
Eb = Eg + Ek + EC , (2.2)
where Eg is the band gap energy, Ek is the kinetic energy of the exciton and EC =
−Ry
n2
is
the Colombic binding energy and Ry is the Rydberg constant given as
Ry =
e2
8piGaAsaex
. (2.3)
In a hydrogen atom an electron can be excited away by giving it energy corresponding to
the binding energy. This leaves behind a proton. Similarly, we can say that the the electron
and hole in an exciton are bound together similar to the electron and proton in a hydrogen
atom. The binding energy of an exciton is similar to that of the Hydrogen atom and is given
by
E =
µexe
4
8h22GaAs
, (2.4)
where µex is the reduced mass of the electron and hole and  is the permittivity. Similarly,
the exciton radius can be shown to be:
aex =
4pih¯2GaAs
µexe2
. (2.5)
Excitons can generally be divided into Fresnel excitons and Wannier excitons depending
on how strong the electron and hole are coupled. The Fresnel excitons are found in materials
with a small dielectric constant where the electrons and holes are tightly bound. This causes
the excitons to be small in size - of the order of a unit cell of the crystal. Alternatively,
Wannier-Mott excitons are found in materials with a large dielectric constant. In these
materials, there is less coupling between the electrons and the holes. This causes the electrons
and holes to orbit around each other over several unit cells and, as a result, the radius of the
exciton is larger than the unit cell.
Using Equation (2.5), we can calculate the size of the exciton and compare it to the
lattice size to determine which limit we should use. For a bulk GaAs structure, the static
dielectric constant near absolute zero is 12.7 and the reduced mass is 0.059me, where me
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is the electron mass[30]. Using this, we calculate the Bohr radius to be 11.4 nm while the
lattice spacing for GaAs is 0.56 nm. This puts the excitons in the Warnier-Mott limit.
2.2 QUANTUM DOTS
Quantum dots (QDs) are nanocrystals which are a few nanometers wide in all three direc-
tions. Unlike a quantum well which offers confinement along only one axis, in a QD, the
excitons are confined in all directions, effectively making them zero-dimensional (0D) par-
ticles. QDs display electronic and optical properties which are between that of a molecule
and bulk semiconductor.
The de Broglie wavelength of the exciton is given by λ = h/
√
2µexkBT where µex is the
effective mass of the exciton. If the QD diameter is smaller than the exciton wavelength we
find a dependence of their quantized energy level on the quantum dot size. The density of
states of a QD is given as
ρ(E) =
∑
nx,ny ,nz
2δ(E − Enx,ny ,nz), (2.6)
where Enx,ny ,nz are the confined energies of the carrier characterized by the indices nx, ny
and nz (Figure 2). This is similar to that of an atom. Thus, although a QD is made up of
many thousands of atoms, it can be treated like an artificial atom.
QDs are fabricated through many different processes - the more popular being colloidal
synthesis and self assembly. Colloidal quantum dots[32] are created through a chemical
process in which a precursor compound is dissolved in a solvent under heat. The precursor
nucleates and generates a nanocrystal; the size control arises from quenching the reaction,
e.g., by cooling.
A popular technique used in the self-assembled process is the Stranski-Krastanov growth
technique[33]. In this technique, the sample is grown in layers. Islands are spontaneously
formed due to strains in the monolayers and incomplete wetting of the surface - i.e., droplets
are formed on the surface. The QD material nucleates around these islands and the un-
wanted material is dissolved in a suitable solvent by in-situ etching. In our studies, we used
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Figure 2: Density of States in semiconductors in 0D (quantum dots), 1D (quantum wires),
2D (quantum wells) and 3D (bulk) as a function of energy. We can see that as we reduce the
number of degrees of freedom of the electron, the energy spectrum becomes more discrete[31].
hierarchically self-assembled GaAs/AlxGa1-xAs QDs grown by molecular beam expitaxy and
in-situ etching of InAs. The fabrication process is elaborated in Section 2.4.
The lowest electronic transition in a QD is inversely proportional to the square of the
length of a quantum dot. Thus, the energy of the photon emitted by the QD due to recom-
bination can be tuned by changing the size of the QD. This property of the QD is used in
various applications such as LEDs, photovoltaics, solid state lighting, etc[34, 35, 36]. QDs
also have higher density of states due to which they are used in diode lasers and biological
sensors.
The spin of the electrons in a QD can be controlled with the help of external magnetic
fields. The flow of electrons can be controlled by applying voltages across the QD and
the precise spin can be measured and controlled. These features make QDs interesting for
applications in quantum computation and quantum information. In Chapter 4, we study
the spin flip time of the electrons and holes in the QDs.
Quantum dots are studied for their applications in quantum information processing[37,
10
38] and quantum computing[39], both of which require a knowledge of the spin flip times of
the excited electrons in these quantum dots[40, 41]. Spin flip also implies decoherence since
the spin flip must involve a phonon which adds or carries away angular momentum[42, 43, 44].
A measure of this spin-flip time is of great interest to any quantum information scheme which
requires coherence to be maintained in the excited states of quantum dots[45, 46, 47].
2.3 POLARITONS
Exciton-polariton condensates were first observed in the mid-2000s[48, 26] after which various
aspects of Bose-Einstein condensation in polaritons such as quantized vortices[49, 50, 51],
the Bogoliubov moving solitons of polariton condensates[52, 53, 54], Josephson junction
oscillations[55, 56], etc.. were studied and the coherence properties of the condensate were
measured[57]. In this thesis I investigate the possibility of increased absorption of a beam
at half the energy of the condensate by the presence of the condensate.
An exciton-polariton is a quantum superposition of light and matter. In our studies
photons are trapped inside a microcavity, and matter, in the form of excitons, is trapped in
a quantum well. The semiconductor microcavity is formed by a Fabry-Perot cavity sand-
wiched between two sets of distributed Bragg reflectors. Our quantum wells are placed
inside this cavity. While the study of light-matter interactions has been around for more
than a century[58], we required the formulation of second quantization to fully understand
and propose the existence of the microcavity polaritons[59]. The first microcavity polaritons
were observed two decades ago[60] and since then we have used these polaritons to create
condensates[26, 48], polariton lasers[61], etc..
In order to understand the theory behind exciton-polaritons, we start by studying the
individual components which make up the polariton, namely, the quantum wells, and the
distributed Bragg reflectors, followed by a study of the conditions under which they undergo
quantum superposition with photons to form the polaritons.
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2.3.1 Quantum wells
A quantum well (QW) is a structure in which the exciton is confined along one axis but is free
to move along the other two axes. Hence, the QWs are referred to as two-dimensional (2D)
structures. Modern growth techniques allow us to control the thickness of the layers grown
on a surface. QWs are formed when a thin layer of semiconductor is sandwiched between
two layers of a different semiconductor with wider band gap in a type I band alignment. If
the energy level spacing is ∆E >> kBT , we have quantum confinement and the density of
states become discrete as shown in Figure 2.
In our samples, we have GaAs layers between AlGaAs layers. These two materials are
chosen because they have similar lattice constants - GaAs and AlAs have lattice constants
of 5.660 A˚ and 5.653 A˚ respectively). This helps reduce lattice mismatch, which could lead
to strain in the sample. Due to the difference in the band-gap energies of the two materials,
they form a quantum well. Further, at non-zero in-plane momentum, we observe splitting of
the highest valance band. This results in holes with different masses which we call the light
hole and heavy hole. This leads to different confinement energies - the light hole having a
higher confinement energy than the heavy hole. In our samples, the difference in confinement
energies is ∼ 30 meV and hence we ignore the occupation of the light hole states. A schematic
of the GaAs band structure is given in Figure 3.
2.3.2 Distributed Bragg reflectors
Distributed Bragg reflectors (DBRs) are high quality reflectors which are formed by stacking
alternate layers of two materials with different refractive indices. The thickness of these
layers are constant and chosen to have a thickness of λ
4
, where λ is the wavelength we wish
to reflect. Because of their highly selective reflectivity, DBRs are used in optical fibers,
VCSELs, and other laser diodes.
When light travels from a material with a lower refractive index to a higher refractive
index, it undergoes a phase shift. However, this is not the case when light travels from a
material of higher to lower refractive index. DBRs exploit this phenomena to reflect light to
a high degree. A typical DBR schematic is given in Figure 5.
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Figure 3: Sketch of the band structure of GaAs close to the fundamental gap.
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Figure 4: Calculated reflectivity spectrum of a microcavity sandwiched between two stacks
of Bragg reflectors. The spectrum between the dashed lines is the stopband[62].
There are alternating layers of two materials with different refractive indices - n1 and
n2, where n2 > n1. When light is incident on the first boundary and goes from n1 to n2,
a fraction of the beam reflects back and undergoes a pi phase shift. However, at the next
boundary a fraction of the beam is reflected, but there is no phase shift since it is traveling
from a material with higher refractive index to a material with lower refractive index. The
beam reflected off the second surface travels an additional distance of 2λ
4
before it meets up
with the beam reflected off the first surface and the two beams are in phase with each other
and add constructively. Similarly, the beams reflected off the third, fourth, etc. surfaces add
constructively. Thus, even though only a part of the beam is reflected off each surface, we
will have perfect reflection if we have an infinite system. The range of wavelengths reflected
is called the stopband. A typical reflectivity spectrum of our samples is given in Figure 4.
Since it is impossible to have an infinite number of layers, the reflectivity of a stack
of DBRs depends on the number of layers we use. In our design the reflectivity is greater
than 99.99%. To form an optical cavity, we use two sets of DBRs and place them a certain
distance apart. If the distance of separation between them is nλ/2, where n = 1, 2, etc.. , a
photon which leaks through with a transmission probability of less than 0.01% bounces off
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Figure 5: a) Schematic representation of a distributed Bragg reflector. There are two materi-
als of different refractive indices each with a thickness λ/4. The phases of the reflected beam
add up such that for an infinite number of layers, we get a perfect reflectivty. b) Scanning
Electron Microscope image of our DBRs. We have layers of AlxGa1−xAs sandwiched between
layers of AlAs[62].
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the back mirror and creates a standing wave between the two sets of mirrors. This photon
is referred to as the cavity photon.
Depending on the separation between the two mirrors and the wavelength of the photon
trapped between the mirrors, we have n antinodes of the photon. By placing our quantum
wells at these anti-nodes, we enhance the creation of the exciton. As further discussed in
Chapter 2, the DBRs in our samples have a transmission < 10−4 in the stop band.
2.3.3 Quantum superposition
The quantum wells trap the electron and hole which form the exciton, and the distributed
Bragg reflectors confine the photons along the same axis as the exciton trap. If these quantum
wells are placed at the antinodes of the cavity photons, the cavity photons couple to the
dipole moment of the excitons in the quantum well and form a quantum superposition of the
exciton and the photon. This leads to the formation of two new quasiparticles - the upper
and lower polaritons.
The Hamiltonian of the cavity photon and the exciton are
Hph = Epha
+
k ak, (2.7)
and
Hex = Eexb
+
k bk, (2.8)
respectively. Here, Eph is the energy of the cavity photon and a
+
k and ak are the creation
and destruction operators of the photon. Similarly, Eex is the energy of the exciton and b
+
k
and bk are the creation and destruction operators of the exciton.
In the rotating wave approximation, the Hamiltonian of this new state can be written as
Hpol = Hph +Hex +HI (2.9)
where HI is the interaction Hamiltonian. If Ω is the coupling constant, the interaction
Hamiltonian is given by
HI = Ω(a
+
k bk + b
+
k ak) (2.10)
16
Figure 6: We use a wedge cavity for our experiments where as we change the position on the
sample, the energy of the cavity photon changes which results in a change in energy of the
upper and lower polariton.
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Thus,
Hpol = Epha
+
k ak + Eexb
+
k bk + Ω(a
+
k bk + b
+
k ak). (2.11)
Using the transformations
Pk = Xkbk + Ckak (2.12)
Qk = −Ckbk +Xkak, (2.13)
we can write the Hamiltonian as:
Hpol =
∑
ELPP
+
k Pk +
∑
EUPQ
+
kQk. (2.14)
Here, ELP and EUP are the energies of the lower and upper polaritons, respectively, and Ck
and Xk are the Hopfield co-efficients, which satisfy the condition | Ck |2 + | Xk |2 = 1.
Diagonalizing the Hamiltonian gives us the energies of the upper and lower polaritions to
be:
EUP
LP
=
(Eex + Eph)
2
±
√
(Eex − Eph)2 + 4Ω2
2
. (2.15)
When ∆E = Eex − Eph = 0, then EUP − ELP = 2Ω and the polaritons are exactly
half photon and half exciton and it is said to be at resonance and there is a strong coupling
between the photon and exciton. ∆E is the energy detuning between the exciton and photon.
When | ∆E | >> Ω, the polaritons become nearly a pure photon or a pure exciton[22]. In
our sample we use a wedge cavity which gives us a gradient in the energy of the photon
across the sample. Thus, the energy of the polaritons varies across the sample and we can
look at the region where the energy of the photon is near the energy of the exciton. One of
the engineering challenges is to obtain strong coupling between the photon and the exciton.
We discuss the sample we use in more detail in Section 3.3.2.
2.3.3.1 Dispersion relationship of polaritons: As shown in Figure 7, near resonance,
the exciton and the photon dispersion curves turn into two new dispersion curves of the
upper and lower polaritons. At low k||, when h¯
2k2/2mph << Ω, the dispersion relationship
is parabolic since
ELP,UP (k||) ' EUP,LP (0) + h¯
2k2
2mLP,UP
. (2.16)
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Figure 7: Dispersion relation of the photon, exciton and the polaritons. Near resonance, at
k|| ≈ 0, we see that the dispersion curve is parabolic and the effective mass of the LP is small.
As k|| increases, the LP becomes more like an exciton and its effective mass approaches that
of an exciton.
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The effective mass of the polaritons is given by the weighted effective mass of the exciton
and photon and is[22]
1
mLP
=
| X2 |
mex
+
| C2 |
mph
(2.17)
1
mUP
=
| C2 |
mex
+
| X2 |
mph
(2.18)
Since mex >> mph,
mLP ≈ mph| X2 | ∼ 10
−4mex (2.19)
mUP ≈ mph| C2 | . (2.20)
where the mph is typically of the order of 10
−5 me.
As shown in Figure 7, at small k||, the effective mass of the LP is ∼ 10−4 me. However,
as we increase k||, the LP becomes more like a exciton and the effective mass approaches that
of the bare exciton[22]. This helps in phase transitions as discussed in Section 2.4. However,
when ∆E >> Ω, the mLP ≈ mex and the LP behaves like an exciton.
2.4 BOSE-EINSTEIN CONDENSATION
Particles with a integer spin, such as a polariton, are called “bosons”. Unlike the fermions
(particles of half-integer spin) which follow Pauli’s exclusion principle which forbids two
fermions from being in the same state, multiple bosons can occupy the same state. At
low temperatures, a macroscopic number of bosons can enter a single energy state. Such a
phenomenon is called the Bose-Einstein condensation (BEC). BEC occurs below a “critical
temperature”, denoted by Tc, or, when the density of particles is above a critical density,
nc. When the particles undergo condensation, coherence of the particle wavefunction is
maintained at a distance much larger than the particle separation, and there is a highly
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ordered phase. Since the particles are in phase with each other, the quantum nature of these
particles is amplified, which results in a change in their theromodynamic properties as well.
BEC in ideal gases has been discussed in various books and review papers[28, 63, 64]. In
the following section we will discuss BEC for microcavity polaritons.
2.4.1 BEC in microcavity polaritons
Since the spin of a photon is ± 1 and the spin of an exciton is 0,± 1, a polariton has
an integer spin and is a boson. The behavior of a polariton is described with the help of
Bose-Einstein statistics.
The critical density to achieve BEC in a 3D Bose gas is given as[28]
nc =
2.612
λ3dB
(2.21)
where λdB is the thermal de Broglie wavelength and is given by
λdB =
(
2pih¯2
mkBT
) 1
2
. (2.22)
Above the critical density, all the particles are forced into the ground state. This essentially
tells us that as the temperature decreases, the de Broglie wavelength of a particle increases
until the wavelengths are comparable to the spacing between the particles. At this point,
the wavefunctions start to overlap and eventually merge into a single wavefunction with a
macroscopic number of particles in it.
In our case, we are interested in microcavity polaritons which are two-dimensional. For
a 2D system (A = L2) the density of states is given as[65]
ρ2D(k) =
dNk
dk
dk
dk
=
Am
2pih¯2
(2.23)
where m, the mass of the polaritons, is ≈ 10−4me.
The energy distribution function is given as[66]
fB(k, T, µ) =
1
exp
( (k)−µ
kBT
)− 1 (2.24)
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and the total number of particles in the excited states at a temperature T is given as
NT =
∞∫
0
fB(k, T, µ)ρ2D(k)d (2.25)
Substituting Equation (2.23) and Equation (2.24) in the above equation, we obtain
NT =
Am
2pih¯2
∞∫
0
1
exp
( (k)−µ
kBT
)− 1d (2.26)
which diverges except at T = 0. This tells us that at non-zero temperature, µ doesn’t go
to zero, which means that at T > 0, we can never achieve a true BEC since the low energy
states are able to include all the particles and the occupation of the individual states is
negligible compared to the total number[67].
However, at low temperatures we can see the appearance of “quasi-condensates” where
the spatial coherence length is larger than the size of the system. As we increase the tem-
perature, we see the system transition into an incoherent system as the coherence length
decreases. However, if we decrease the temperature, we see a transition to a superfluid state
given by the Berezinski-Kosterlitz-Thouless phase transition[68].
The situation changes drastically if we use a harmonic potential to trap the polaritons.
We create a Harmonic trap using methods described in Chapter 7. This gives us a harmonic
potential given by V = αr2 and the density of states is now given as
ρ2D(k) =
Am
αh¯2
 (2.27)
where the total number of particles is
NT =
Am
αh¯2
∞∫
0

exp
(
(k)−µ
kBT
)− 1d (2.28)
where the integral can be solved as µ approaches 0.
Thus for a harmonic trap potential, the critical polariton number is given as
nC =
mpi2
12h¯2α
(kBTC)
2 (2.29)
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While it is true that a harmonic oscillator has discrete energy levels and is thus not
strictly in the thermodynamic limit, in the 2-D harmonic oscillator case it is possible to
achieve a density above the critical density. The 3-D case also has a finite number of atoms,
since there is no true infinite 3-D system and can have only a finite occupation. Thus,
we can say that the 2-D harmonic oscillator case is fundamentally the same as a finite 3-
D system. In both cases, there is a macroscopic occupation, but neither case has a delta
function occupation number at a given energy.
2.5 FERMI’S GOLDEN RULE
First order time-dependent perturbation theory tells us that for a Hamiltonian of the form
H = H0 + Vint, with an eigenstate of |ψt〉, the Schrodinger equation can be written as[28]
ih¯
∂
∂t
|ψ(t)〉 = Vint(t)|ψ(t)〉 (2.30)
Here, |ψ(t)〉 = eiH0t/h¯|ψt〉. Integrating the above equation on both sides and writing the
first-order expansion in time where |ψ(t′)〉 ≈ |ψ(t0)〉, we obtain
|ψ(t)〉 =
(
1 +
1
ih¯
∫ t
t0
Vint(t
′)dt′
)
|ψ(t0)〉 (2.31)
By substituting repeatedly back into Equation (2.30), we obtain
|ψ(t)〉 =
(
1 +
1
ih¯
∫ t
t0
Vint(t
′)dt′ +
1
(ih¯)2
∫ t
t0
dt′
∫ t
t0
dt′′Vint(t′)Vint(t′′) + ...
)
|ψ(t0)〉 (2.32)
This can be written as
|ψ(t)〉 = e−(i/h¯)
∫
dtVint(t)|ψ(t0)〉 (2.33)
Suppose the system is in a state i at time t0, then the probability amplitude of being in
a state n at time t is
〈n|ψ(t)〉 = e−(i/h¯)Ent〈n|ψ(t)〉 (2.34)
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Substituting the form of |ψ(t)〉 from Equation (2.33), we obtain
〈n|ψ(t)〉 = e−(i/h¯)Ent 1
ih¯
〈n|Vint|i〉
∫ t
0
e(1/h¯)(En−Ei)t
′
dt′ (2.35)
We obtain the total probability of being in the state n by squaring the probability
amplitude and obtain
|〈n|ψ(t)〉|2 = 1
h¯2
|〈n|Vint|i〉|2
∣∣∣∣ ∫ t
0
e(1/h¯)(En−Ei)t
′
dt′
∣∣∣∣2
=
1
h¯2
|〈n|Vint|i〉|2
∣∣∣∣e(1/h¯)(En−Ei)t − 1(i/h¯)(En − Ei)
∣∣∣∣2.
(2.36)
Thus the probability of being in a final state |n〉 at time t is
|〈n|ψ(t)〉|2 = |〈n|Vint|i〉|2 sin
2[(En − Ei)t/2h¯]
[(En − Ei)/2]2 . (2.37)
If there are a number of final states we could transition into, the total probability is
determined by summing over all the possible final states. If the density of states is given by
D(E), we get
∑
n
|〈n|ψ(t)〉|2 = 2pit
h¯
|〈n|Vint|i〉|2D(En)
∣∣∣∣
En=Ei
. (2.38)
Writing the density of states in the form of a delta function, we obtain the rate of
transition from the initial state to the final state as
∂
∂t
|〈n|ψ(t)〉|2 = 2pi
h¯
|〈n|Vint|i〉|2δ(En − Ei). (2.39)
The above equation is known as Fermi’s golden rule. For a coherent system, the eigen
states can be represented in terms of Fock states. In this case, Vint can be written in terms
of the creation and destruction operators. We note that for a transition from the initial state
to the final state, the Ni state is one photon less and Nf state has one photon more. In other
words, |i〉 = |N1, N2, ...Ni, ...Nf , ...〉 and |f〉 = |N1, N2, ...Ni − 1, ...Nf + 1, ...〉. Inserting this
into Fermi’s golden rule we obtain
∂
∂t
|〈n|ψ(t)〉|2 = 2pi
h¯
|Ai,f |2(1 +Nf )(Ni)δ(En − Ei). (2.40)
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Here Ai,f tells us the strength of interaction between these two states. The term (1+Nf )
describes the stimulated scattering of bosons. If there are Nf particles in the final state,
then the rate of transition into that state is proportional to (1 +Nf ). As in the case of the
BEC, if the number of particles in the final state is large, the rate of scattering into the final
state increases tremendously.
In the derivation of Fermi’s golden rule, we have made two assumptions about the time
scales involved. On the one hand, in order to apply first order perturbation theory, we
assumed that the time involved was short. However, in the derivation of Fermi’s golden rule,
we assumed that t >> h¯/∆E. The time involved needs to be long compared to the energy
scale under observation, but it shouldn’t be so long that the final state gets completely
depleted. While this seems contradictory, it is possible for both these conditions to be met
for an intermediate time scale.
2.6 TWO-PHOTON EXCITATION
Generally, when two photons simultaneously interact with a material, various processes can
occur. We are particularly interested in two processes. In the first process, the two photons
can be simultaneously absorbed by the material they are incident on and an electronic
transition equal to twice the energy of the photons could occur. The absorbed energy is
later re-emitted. This process is called two-photon absorption. In the second process, the
two-photons incident on the material could directly convert into a third photon with twice
the energy. This process is called second harmonic generation.
2.6.1 Two-photon absorption
The simultaneous absorption of two photons to produce a transition is called two-photon
excitation. This leads to an excitation of a particle to a higher energy state where the energy
difference is twice the energy of the photon we are exciting with. Two-photon absorption is
a nonlinear process where the absorption is proportional to the square of the input intensity
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Figure 8: Illustration of two photon absorption. It two photons with energy equal to half
the energy gap are used to excite the particle from the ground state to the excited state.
and hence is favored by a highly intense incident beam. Recently, two-photon excitation
of quantum dots and exciton-polaritons has gained attention[66, 69, 70] for its possible
application in polariton lasers[66, 71, 72].
Two-photon excitation is a nonlinear process (as opposed to single-photon excitation,
which goes linearly with the intensity of the input beam). In our experiment, we use a
pulsed femtosecond laser with 250 kHz repetition rate to achieve the required intensity.
Two-photon absorption can be explained by second-order perturbation theory[73, 74].
The Hamiltonian is
H = Ho + V (t) (2.41)
where Ho is the unperturbed Hamiltonian for a free atom, V (t) = −erE(t) is the perturba-
tion and
−→
E (t) = E0(e
iωt + e−iωt)/2 is the electric field. We assume that the solution to the
Schrodinger equation for a free atom can be written in the form ψn(r, t) = u(r)e
−iEnt/h¯. The
time dependent Schrodinger equation is now
ih¯
dψ(t)
dt
= (H0 + V (t))ψ(t) (2.42)
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The solution for this equation can be in the following form
ψ(r, t) =
∑
l
al(t)ul(r)e
−iElt/h¯ (2.43)
Subsituting the above equation back into Equation (2.42), and using the orthonormality
conditions, we get
ih¯
dam(t)
dt
=
∑
l
al(t)Vml(t)e
−i(Em−El)t/h¯ (2.44)
where Vml = 〈um|V |ul〉. The coefficients can be expanded perturbatively as
al(t) = a
(0)
l (t) + λa
(1)
l (t) + λ
2a
(2)
l (t) + .. (2.45)
where we use λ as a tool to keep track of our coefficients.
In the above equation, the first and second approximations represent one-photon ab-
sorption and two-photon absorption respectively. Since we are interested in two-photon
absorption, we will concentrate on that coefficient. We write Vml as λVml in Equation (2.44)
in order to solve it perturbatively and equate the powers of λ to get
ih¯
da
(N)
m (t)
dt
=
∑
l
a
(N−1)
l (t)Vml(t)e
−i(Em−El)t/h¯. (2.46)
Substituting for Vml and integrating, we get
a(1)m =
〈m|erE|g〉
h¯(ωmg − ω)(e
i(ωmg−ω)t − 1) + 〈m|erE|g〉
h¯(ωmg + ω)
(ei(ωmg−ω)t − 1) (2.47)
where g represents the ground state, m represents the excited state, and ω is the energy of
the photon. Here, the first term represents single-photon absorption while the second term
represents single-photon stimulated emission.
Solving again to calculate the two-photon case,
a
(2)
f =
∑
m
〈f |erE|m〉〈m|erE|g〉
4h¯(ωmg − ω)
ei(ωfg−2ω)t − 1
(ωfg − 2ω) (2.48)
where f is the final state and m is the intermediary state. The probability, p
(2)
f (t) of finding
the particle in state f is
p
(2)
f (t) = |a(2)f |2 =
∣∣∣∣∑
m
〈f |er|m〉〈m|er|g〉
4h¯(ωmg − ω)
∣∣∣∣22pitδ(ωfg − 2ω)E4 (2.49)
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We can see that the transition is possible only if two photons are resonant with the
transition energy. We also notice that the transition is proportional to the square of the initial
intensity. It is important to remember that two-photon absorption involves the absorption of
two photons, unlike second harmonic generation discussed below. Thus luminescence from
a system which has undergone two-photon absorption would have a lifetime associated with
it.
2.6.2 Second harmonic generation
Second harmonic generation occurs when two photon are incident on a crystal and are
converted to a third photon of twice the energy. This nonlinear process can be understood
from the Maxwell-Bloch equations. If we assume that we can write the electric polarization
as a series in powers of the electric field, it is given as[28]
P = χ0E + 2χ
(2)E2 + 4χ(3)E3 + ..., (2.50)
where P is the polarization, E is the electric field, χ is the susceptibility, 0 and µ0 are
the universal free space permittivity and permeability constants respectively.
The current density, J can be written in terms of the polarization vector as J = ∂P
∂t
.
Substituting the polarization vector, as given by Equation (2.50), and expanding to second
order, we obtain
J =
∂
∂t
(χ0E + 2χ
(2)E2). (2.51)
From Maxwell’s equations we have
∇ · ~E = ρ
0
∇ · ~B = 0
∇× ~E = −∂
~B
∂t
∇× ~B = µ00∂
~E
∂t
+ µ0 ~J.
(2.52)
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In a typical solid ρ = 0 since there is no net charge. Using Maxwell’s equations and the
vector identity ∇×∇× ~A = ∇ · (∇ · ~A)−∇2 ~A, we obtain
∇2E − µ00∂
2E
∂t2
= µ0
∂J
∂t
. (2.53)
Substituting current density as given by Equation (2.51) in Equation (2.53) and expand-
ing to second order we get
∂2E
∂x2
=
(1 + χ)
c2
∂2E
∂t2
+ 4µ0χ
(2)
((
∂E
∂t
)2
+ E
∂2E
∂t2
)
. (2.54)
Next, we assume that the solution for E is of the form
E = E0(x)e
i(kx−ωt) + E2(x)ei(k2x−ω2t), (2.55)
where ω2 = 2ω and E2 << E.
Since χ(2) is also small, we can neglect all terms that contain E2χ
(2). Substituting this
form of the electric field into Equation (2.54), we obtain
∂2E
∂x2
= −n
2
c2
ω2E0(x)e
i(kx−ωt) − n
2
c2
ω22E2(x)e
i(k2x−ω2t) − 8µ0χ(2)ω2E20(x)e2i(kx−ωt). (2.56)
The left hand side of the equation, i.e, the second order spatial derivative of the electric
field is given by
∂2E
∂x2
=
∂2E0
∂x2
ei(kx−ωt) + 2ik
∂E0
∂x
ei(kx−ωt) − k2E0(x)ei(kx−ωt)
+
∂2E2
∂x2
ei(k2x−ω2t) + 2ik2
∂E2
∂x
ei(k2x−ω2t) − k2E2(x)ei(k2x−ω2t). (2.57)
Combining the above equations and expanding to the first derivative of the electric field,
we obtain
2ik
∂E0
∂x
ei(kx−ωt) +
(n2
c2
ω2 − k2
)
E0(x)e
i(kx−ωt) + 2ik2
∂E2
∂x
ei(k2x−ω2t)
+
(n2
c2
ω22 − k22
)
E2(x)e
i(k2x−ω2t) = −8µ0χ(2)ω2E20(x)e2i(kx−ωt). (2.58)
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From linear, first order optics we get ω = c
n
k, and ω2 =
c
n
k2. Also, in the first order
∂E0
∂x
= 0.
Substituting these in Equation (2.58), we obtain
2ik2
∂E2
∂x
ei(k2x−ω2t) = −8µ0χ(2)ω2E20(x)e2i(kx−ωt). (2.59)
Substituting ω2 = 2ω,
∂E2
∂x
= i
√
µ0

χ(2)E20(x)(2ω)e
i(2k−k2)x. (2.60)
Integrating this for a crystal of length L, and squaring the amplitude, we obtain
|E2(x)|2 = µo

|χ(2)|2(2ω)2E4oL2
sin2 δkL/2
δkL/2
, (2.61)
where δk = 2k − k2 and L is the length of the crystal through which the beam propagates.
If δk 6= 0, a phase mismatch occurs. In certain anisotropic crystals, it is possible to obtain
δk = 0 for certain angles. This is called phase matching.
The rate of frequency conversion in this process should be proportional to the proba-
bility of the two input photons colliding which will go as the square of the input intensity.
Accordingly, we observe from Equation (2.61) that the intensity of the output beam goes as
the square of the input intensity. It is important to note that in second harmonic generation,
there is no absorption of the incident photons, and the process occurs instantaneously and
thus there should be no lifetime associated with the emission.
2.6.3 Selection rules
When a photon is absorbed by a solid, an electron can be excited and go from the valence
band to the conduction band. This leads to the creation of two new quasiparticles - an
electron and a hole. Since these quasiparticles are made up of equal and opposite charge,
they feel a Coulomb force attracting them to each other. If the energies of the particles are
low enough, they form a bound state. This bound state is called an exciton.
The total angular momentum is given by J = L + S, where L is the orbital angular
momentum and S is the spin angular momentum. The eigenvalues of J are given by j,
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where |l− s| ≤ j ≤ |l + s|. Here l is the orbital angular momentum quantum number and s
is the spin quantum number, respectively. For GaAs, the valence band corresponds to the
p-orbital which is the l = 1 state. Since the spin quantum number is s = 1/2, the eigenvalues
of the hole are j = 3/2, 1/2.
In this system the j = 1/2 states have a two-fold degeneracy which corresponds to
the “split-off” holes with mj(h) = ±1/2. The j = 3/2 state has a four-fold degeneracy
corresponding to the light holes (mj(h) = ±1/2) and the heavy holes (mh = ±3/2). The
spin of the electron is melec = ±1/2. Thus, the total spin of the exciton is given by mj(ex) =
mj(elec) ±mj(h) = ±2,±1 and the total angular momentum of the exciton, J = 2, 1
The angular momentum of photon is given by J = ±1. Therefore, while exciting with
a single photon, only the mj(ex) = ±1 states are accessible. These states can also relax
to the ground state by emitting a single photon and hence are called the “bright” states.
The optically inactive mj(ex) = ±2 states, i.e., the states that cannot be accessed by exciting
with a single photon are called the “dark” states. However, these “dark” states are accessible
through a two-photon excitation since σ + σ = ± 2 or 0.
Since the ±2 excitons cannot relax by emitting a single photon, they primarily re-
lax by turning into J=1 excitons, undergoing a spin flip through the Elliot-Yafet (EY)
mechanism[75, 76] or the Dyakonov-Perel mechanism (DP)[77].
If the excition is in the “bright” ±1 state, a spin flip of either the electron or the hole
will result in a transition to the “dark” ±2 state and vice versa. The coupling between the
J=2 state and the J=1 state has been studied by Maialle et al[78].
In our experiments with quantum dots and polaritons, we excite the J=2 “dark” state
and study the luminescence from the J=1 “bright” state. The luminescence is time-resolved
using a streak camera, allows us to study. This allows us to study the spin flip time between
the “dark” and “bright” states.
The Elliot-Yaret mechanism uses inversion symmetry to explain spin relaxation[75, 79,
80, 81]. It proposes that the spin orbit coupling does not split the spin up and spin down
states and the two states are degenerate. However, under first-order time perturbation,
nearby lying band states can weakly mix the two states. For example, the spin up state is
given by | ↑〉 = ak| ↑〉+ bk| ↓〉 and bk = akL/∆, where L is the spin orbit coupling and ∆ is
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Figure 9: Schematic representation of the selection rules. A two-photon excitation can excite
only to the “dark” (J = 2) state while a single-photon excitation can only excite to a “bright”
(J = 1) state.
the splitting between the bands.
An electron can flip its spin with a probability of (L/∆)2 when it undergoes scattering.
The probability of spin flip increases as the number of scattering events increases and the
spin relaxation time is directly proportional to the momentum scattering time.
The Dyankonov-Perel mechanism considers the case where the spin up and spin down
states are not degenerate, but split in energy[77, 82]. This occurs in semiconductors without
inversion symmetry. The spin orbit coupling causes an effective magnetic field. This mag-
netic field causes random variations to the direction and magnitude of the spin precession
axis. The culmination of many small precessions causes spin relaxation.
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3.0 SAMPLES AND EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES
In this chapter we will look at the equipments and various techniques used in this research
and the description of general experimental setup. We will also look at the fabrication
process of samples used.
3.1 EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS
The samples were mounted in a cryostat and our experiments were performed at temper-
atures of 4 to 7 K. A general and simplified experimental setup is as shown in Figure 10.
Depending on the experiment performed and quantities measured, the path, shape and prop-
erties of the pump and signal beam was modified using components such as lenses, mirrors,
filters etc.. However, the basic components such as laser system, cryostat, dichroic mirror,
spectrometer, CCD camera and streak camera remained constant for all experiments. I used
the beam from a tunable pulsed laser and reflected it off a dichroic mirror onto the sample.
The dichroic mirror helped separate the pump beam hitting the sample from the signal emit-
ted by the sample. After spectrally-resolving the signal with the help of a spectrometer, we
studied the signal using a Princeton CCD camera as well as a Hamamastu streak camera,
which was used to time-resolve the signal.
3.1.1 Laser system
As explained in Section 2.6, two-photon excitation is proportional to the square of the pump
beam and typically requires an intense pump beam. Also, we wished to perform time-resolved
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Figure 10: Schematic representation of a simplified experimental setup used for all the
experiments in this thesis. While the smaller components such as lenses, mirrors, filters
etc.. were changed and tweaked for each individual experiment, the basic components such
as laser system, cryostat, dichroic mirror, spectrometer, CCD camera and streak camera
remained constant for all experiments.
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measurements on a microcavity whose energy varied with position. These measurements
required a tunable pulsed laser, which was satisfied by the Coherent femtosecond pulsed
laser system. A schematic of the laser system is given in Figure 11.
The laser system consists of four separate lasers, where the output from each laser feeds
into the subsequent laser. The pump laser is a high-powered continuous wave (CW) laser -
the Verdi V-18. The Verdi is a solid-state diode-pumped, frequency doubled Nd:Vanadate
(Nd:YVO4) laser, which produces a monochromatic beam with a wavelength of 532 nm
(green). The Nd ion is the gain medium in the Verdi, and there is a lithium triborate (LBO)
crystal which acts as a frequency doubler. The Verdi is capable of producing an output of
18 W which is split with a beam splitter and sent into a Titanium:sapphire, mode-locking
laser and the regenerative amplifier (RegA).
The Mira is a modelocked, ultrafast laser which uses Titanium:sapphire (Ti:Sapph) as
the gain medium. This laser is tunable between 700-1000 nm and can run in both CW
as well as pulsed mode. A portion of the beam (∼12 W) from the Verdi pumps the gain
medium. The Ti:Sapph crystal has an emission range of 680-1100 nm, but can be restricted
to the wavelength we want with the help of a prism and filters. The wavelength is further
restricted due to resonance conditions imposed by the end mirrors. The Mira can be mode-
locked spontaneously or with the help of an external stimulus. When it is mode-locked, the
medium emits pulses of coherent laser light which travel to the output coupler(OC) (end
mirror). A part of the beam goes through the OC and becomes the beam coming out of
the laser, while the rest bounces off the output coupler. This beam returns back to the
medium after a time period of 13.2 ns and causes stimulated emission for a few hundred
femtoseconds. The beam then travels back to the output coupler again and the process is
repeated. In the time taken by the beam to travel back and forth, a large number of atoms
collect in the excited state of the medium. The Mira is also equipped with prisms which
allow us to choose the wavelength that we desire and amplify that energy. The inverse of the
time period gives us the repetition rate of the laser (76 MHz). The CW (non-modelocked)
signal has an average power of 1.7 W while the modelocked beam has an average power of
1.1 W. A small portion of this beam is picked off and sent to the RegA. The rest of the beam
was used as a pump beam directly, or is sent to the diode in the streak camera in order to
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synchronize it with the laser. This is further explained in Section 3.1.2.3.
Ultrafast pulses from the Mira are amplified by the RegA laser. The gain medium of the
RegA is a Ti:Sapph crystal as well and it is pumped with the remaining Verdi beam(∼6 W).
There is a tellurium dioxide (TeO2) Q-switch in the RegA, which is an acousto-optic mod-
ulator which cuts the RegA cavity and prevents it from lasing when there is no input beam
from the Mira. An input beam from the Mira is sent through a Faraday isolater which sep-
arates the Mira beam from the output RegA beam. A single pulse of the Mira beam is sent
into the RegA cavity by a TeO2 cavity dumper. This beam undergoes 20-30 round-trips and
passes through the Ti:Sapph gain medium each time and gets amplified. The cavity dumper
then extracts a single pulse and dumps it out through the Faraday isolater. This beam is
sent through a compressor which corrects for the beam expansion that happens in the RegA
cavity. The compressor uses the traditional geometry of sending a beam through two grat-
ings to compress the beam twice. The beam is sent through four passes off a gold-coated
holographic grating and finally picked off by a mirror. The output beam is ∼1 W in intensity,
has a full width half maximum(FWHM) width of 300 fs, a wavelength of ∼800 nm and a
repetition rate of 250 kHz. This beam is sent to the optical parametric amplifier (OPA).
The OPA coverts the beam from the RegA into a tunable beam in the wavelength range
of 400-1600 nm. The 800 nm RegA beam is sent through a beam splitter which sends
75% of the beam to a BBO crystal which acts as a second harmonic generator (SHG) and
frequency doubles the beam. The rest of the RegA beam is focused onto a sapphire crystal.
The intensity of the focused beam creates a strong whole beam self focusing effect which
collapses the beam size and increases the intensity. The high intensity causes a self phase
modulation which generates a frequency sweep from ultra-violet to infra-red and produces
a white light continuum peaked around 800 nm. The white-light continuum is sent to the
OPA crystal where it meets the frequency doubled beam. Since different wavelengths have
different indices of refraction, we can select the wavelength of interest by rotating the crystal.
At the crystal we have three-wave mixing and the frequency doubled beam is converted to
the signal wavelength we select and an idler beam, where the corresponding frequencies are
given by 2fRegA = fidler + fsignal. The spectral FWHM of the resulting beam is about 5 nm.
This output beam has a repetition rate of 250 kHz and an average output power in the range
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5-20 mW (depending on wavelength). Each pulse is a few hundred femtoseconds long, which
gives us a peak power between 200-1000 kW.
3.1.2 Imaging devices
The photoluminesence signal from our samples is collected with the help of a coupled device
camera (CCD) attached to a spectrometer and a streak camera. These devices allow us to
both spectrally resolve and time resolve our signal.
3.1.2.1 Spectrometer: The signal emitted by our sample is sent through a spectrometer
which helps us spectrally resolve the light coming from our sample. Spectrally resolving helps
us separate the luminescence from our quantum dots and polaritons from the luminescence
from our substrate and any scattered laser light that might be present. The spectrometer
used in these experiments is a Princeton instruments Acton SP2500. We can switch between
three different gratings - 50 lines/mm, 300 lines/mm, and 1200 lines/mm. This gives us a
spectral resolution of 0.1 nm to 2.4 nm. All the quantum dot experiments were performed
using the 300 lines/mm grating while the polariton experiments were mostly performed using
the 1200 lines/mm grating.
We sacrifice one of spatial axes to energy while the other axis continues to contain spatial
information. If we wish to view our signal without spectrally resolving the signal, we have
the option of moving the grating aside and sending the signal straight into the camera. We
can send the signal to the streak camera or the CCD camera by flipping a mirror present
inside the spectrometer.
The spectrometer is calibrated periodically with the help of halogen lamps, which have
spectral lines in the visible and near infra-red region.
3.1.2.2 CCD camera: To collect the spectrally resolved data, we use a thermoelectri-
cally cooled, 512x512 pixel Photometrics Cascade CCD camera. The camera can be operated
at 10 MHz for high speed or the frame rate can be lowered significantly if we wish to cap-
ture data that requires long integration times. Our camera has a spectral range between
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Figure 11: Illustration of our laser system. The Verdi emits a 18W CW beam which is sent
into the MIRA. The MIRA modelocks the beam to the wavelength we choose (∼800 nm).
This beam is amplified by the RegA laser which sends a pulse to the OPA. The OPA lets us
tune the wavelegth.
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400-1100 nm, which means that it does not pick up the incident pump beam in the case of
two-photon pumping - which is ∼1500 nm for the quantum dot experiements and ∼1550 nm
for the polariton experiments. This reduces noise and interference from scattered laser beam
significantly.
3.1.2.3 Streak Camera: We use a Hamamastu streak camera (model: C5680) which
allows us to time resolve the signal on the order of picoseconds. While CCDs are limited
to nanoscale timescale or longer, our streak cameras has a resolution of two picoseconds. It
allows us to sacrifice one spatial axis for time and synchronize the signal with the laser pulse
by using an external photodiode and a delay circuit. The streak camera is connected to a
spectrometer, which allows us to spectrally resolve the signal as well.
As discussed above, the photoluminesence from our sample is sent through a spectrometer
which spectrally resolves the beam. A slice of this beam is sent into the streak camera, where
it is incident on a photocathode which converts the light incident on it into a electron beam
(Figure 12). The electron beam is then accelerated by an accelerating mesh and passed
through a set of sweeping plates. A high-speed sweep voltage is applied to these plates,
which causes the electron beam to be swept from top to bottom - along the y-axis, so that
the y-axis reads time. The sweeping signal is synchronized with the electron beam coming
through with the help of an external photodiode and a delay circuit which controls the
timing. A small portion of the Mira signal is incident on this photodiode and serves as a
trigger signal. After passing through the sweep plates, the electron beam is incident on a
microchannel plate where it is magnified immensely and sent to a phosphor screen, which
emits photons. These photons are captured by a CCD camera and presented as an image. It
is possible to record a single sweep or perform multiple integrations. We have four different
time ranges (160 ps - 2200 ps) and can trigger from a picosecond or femtosecond laser source.
3.1.3 Cryostat
In order to achieve the low temperatures between 4 K to 7 K, two different cryostats were
used in the experiments described in this thesis. In order to achieve a high intensity for
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Figure 12: A schematic representation of our Streak Camera. The signal hits a photocathode
and gets converted into electrons which pass through sweep plates before hitting a phosphor
screen. The phosphor screen is viewed by a CCD camera. The sweep plates are controlled
by a photodiode triggered by a laser pulse and an external delay circuit.
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our two-photon experiments, we used a microscope objective to focus the beam onto the
sample. In the Oxford instruments microscope cryostat, the sample can be brought right to
the window such that the sample to be cooled to a temperature of ∼4 K and studied with a
microscope objective. The sample is thermally insulated from the surroundings by a vacuum
chamber and it is cooled down by a cold finger. For a few of our experiments, detailed in
Chapter 7, we needed to cool down to temperatures of < 2 K. The Janis bath cryostat allows
us to immerse the sample in liquid helium and by reducing the pressure, we can reach low
temperatures.
3.2 OPTICAL IMAGING
Optical imaging is done with the help of a lens that sends the beam into the spectrometer
through a slit present on the front of the spectrometer.
3.2.1 Real-space imaging
As discussed above, the grating in the spectrometer can be bypassed and the image can be
sent directly to the camera. The spectrometer is provided with an entrance slit which can
be opened to view the full image without spectrally resolving it. This gives us the real space
image and helps us study the sample. By using the right lenses, we can achieve a highly
magnified image and make sure that the sample is in focus. For the two-photon experiments,
it is highly crucial that we obtain a tight focus of the pump beam on the sample.
We used two types of imaging to study the sample - white light reflectivity and photolu-
minesence. We use a high intensity white light beam to study the reflectivty of the sample,
measure the magnification and look for defects or other scatter sites present on the sample.
White light reflectivity also helps us focus the sample and put our lenses in the right position.
Photoluminesence is obtained when we pump the sample with a laser and observe the
output. To characterize the sample, and study its effects with a single-photon excitation,
the beam is pumped both resonantly as well as non-resonantly. If the beam is pumped
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non-resonantly, the spectrometer is used to spectrally resolve the luminescence and only the
signal corresponding to exciton/polariton recombination is viewed on the camera to avoid
interference with the camera. We also insert long pass filters in the signal path to the
spectrometer to cut out the pump beam. If the sample is pumped resonantly, we pump at a
spot away from the spot we view on the camera in order to avoid interference from the pump
beam. However, for two-photon excitation, we pump both resonantly and non-resonantly
with a beam of energy half the lowest transition energy at the spot where we view the sample.
Since the pump beam is far away spectrally and our cameras do not respond to the pump
beam, we do not see any interference of the signal with the pump.
3.2.2 Momentum space imaging
In the polariton samples, the angular distribution of the signal in the far field tells us the
momentum of the polaritons, since the in-plane momentum is conserved according to Snell’s
law. The higher the in-plane momentum decay, the higher is the angle of emission. By
measuring the intensity distribution at various angles and energies, we obtain a dispersion
spectrum.
This can also be used in an inverse mode to induce high momentum polaritons into the
sample. By varying the angle of the incoming beam, we can control the in-plane momentum,
which helps us study the momentum dependence detailed in Chapter 5.
3.3 SAMPLES
3.3.1 Quantum dots
The quantum dots (QDs) used in this thesis are self-assembled, unstrained, inverted semicon-
ductor quantum dots with a large confinement energy, and good size homogeneity, which were
grown by Armando Rastelli and Oliver G Schmidt from Institute for Integrative Nanosciences,
IFW Dresden. They used in-situ etching to grow these samples. These QDs have transi-
tion energies which fall in the working range of Si photodetectors and Ti:sapphire lasers,
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Figure 13: Schematic representation of the quantum dot sample[83].
making them ideal candidates to be studied for use in quantum information and quantum
computation and make them preferable to InGaAs/GaAs QDs[84].
As shown in Figure 13, our quantum dot samples are grown on a (001) GaAs substrate
by a solid-source molecular beam epitaxy system[85, 86]. A 340 nm thick GaAs layer was
grown over the substrate at a rate of 0.6 monolayers/s, to act as a buffer layer. Large islands
of InAs/GaAs were grown on the buffer layer by growing the InAs at 0.01 monolayers/s at
500oC. A 10 nm layer of GaAs was grown over the top of these islands and the InAs were
preferentially etched by AsBr3. About 5 nm of InAs was etched by this process. Strain-
enhanced etching causes the buried InAs to be removed causing nanoholes to be formed
spontaneously in their place. A layer of Al0.45Ga0.55As (thickness D) is deposited. The slow
diffusivity of Al causes the nanoholes to be transferred from GaAs to the Al0.45Ga0.55As
surface. In order to form the quantum dots, the Al0.45Ga0.55As nanoholes needed to be filled
with GaAs and so, a 2 nm layer of GaAs was grown over this surface, which results in the
recovery of a flat surface. A 100 nm layer of Al0.45Ga0.55As was grown as a barrier on top of
this surface, followed by a 20 nm cladding layer of Al0.45Ga0.55As. Finally, a 10 nm layer of
GaAs was grown in order to cap the structure[83].
By varying the thickness of the Al0.45Ga0.55As layer, the size of the QDs could be con-
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trolled. As the thickness of the Al0.45Ga0.55As increases, the nanohole depth of the QDs
decreases. However, due to anisotropy of surface diffusion between Ga and Al, the dots
shrink in size along [110] with increasing D while the size along [110] remains unchanged.
For the quantum dots studied in this thesis, D=10nm and the holes have a depth of 3.2 nm[83]
with high density of 40 dots per µm2. The electronic transitions in the quantum dots fall in
the energy range of 1659± 10meV . However, we study an ensemble of quantum dots whose
sizes vary with increasing D due to relative hole-width distribution. Due to the dispersion
in the size of the quantum dots, we observe a broad spectral band with a FWHM of about
10 meV.
3.3.2 Polariton microcavities
The theory of polaritons was given in Section 2.3. In this section we talk about the samples
we used in our experiments. In our samples, the polaritons are present on a two-dinensional
plane which is bound on both sides by mirrors. The k|| and kz of the polaritons depend on the
incoming pump beam that creates the polaritons. The samples we use in our experiments
were grown by Kenneth Pfeiffer and Loren West at Princeton University using molecular
beam epitaxy (MBE), which gives us a single atomic layer precision. The MBE growth
mechanism gives us a non-uniform growth rate across the sample, where the width varies
along the length of the sample. Since the width is a function of the the distance from
the center of the wafer, there is a variation in the cavity photon energy along the sample.
Depending on the location of the sample, the cavity photon energy, Eph, can be less than,
equal to, or greater than the exciton energy, Eex. If the cavity photon energy is below the
energy of the exciton, the LP behaves more “photon-like” and we are at “negative detuning”,
while, if the cavity photon energy is above the energy of the exciton, the LP behaves more
“exciton-like” and we are said to be at “positive detuning”. When Eph = Eex, we are at
resonance, where the polaritons are a superposition of exactly half photons and half excitons.
The energy spliting between the polaritons is equal to the Rabi splitting, which in our samples
is 13 meV. The Rabi splitting is large compared to the line width, and hence we are in the
strong-coupling limit.
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Figure 14: Schematic representation of our polariton sample. We have 3/2 λ cavity and 4
QWs are placed at each of the the antinodes. Excitons form at each antinode and couple
with the photon to give us a polariton
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The samples are made up of GaAs/AlAs alloys because of the lattice matching between
these two materials. This helps us reduce the strain across the sample. The samples were
grown on a GaAs substrate. Forty dielectric Bragg reflector (DBR) layers are grown over the
substrate which act as our back mirror (Figure 14)[87]. The DBRs are made up of alternating
layers of AlAs and AlxGa1−xAs. The set of DBRs is made up of thirty-two alternating layers
of AlAs and AlxGa1−xAs. The two mirrors are separated by a distance equal to 1.5 times
the wavelength reflected by the DBRs, to give us a n=3 cavity mode so it would match with
the energy of the excitons formed in the quantum wells. This gives a 3/2 λ cavity with three
anti-nodes where the energy field of the photon is strong. Four quantum wells are placed
at each anti-node. The quantum wells are composed of a 7.5 nm layer of GaAs sandwiched
between AlGaAs layers. The quantum wells confine the excitons along the same direction
as the photon confinement. Cavity photons - trapped by the DBRs - couple to the dipole
moment of the excitons to form a superposition, which leads to the formation of upper and
lower polaritons.
The large number of DBR layers give our samples a high quality factor of 106 and a long
cavity photon lifetime of 135± 10 ps. The high quality factor of the sample is confirmed by
the intrinsic linewidth of the lower polaritons, which is smaller than the resolution of our
instrument (0.05 nm), as reported in Ref. [87], while the lifetime is reported in Ref. [88].
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4.0 TWO-PHOTON ABSORPTION OF QUANTUM DOTS
The material in this chapter was published in Applied Physics Letters in 2014[89]. The
quantum dots sample was grown at Institute for Integrative Nanosciences, IFW Dresden,
by A. Rastelli and O. G. Schmidt and the time-resolved measurement and analysis was
performed at University of Pittsburgh by C. Gautham and D. Snoke.
4.1 INTRODUCTION
In quantum dots (QD’s) made from III-V semiconductors, there are both “bright” excitonic
states, which couple to photons, and “dark” states, which do not[90]. The lowest-energy dark
exciton states arise from the two spin-1/2 conduction band electrons and two spin-3/2 heavy
holes, which combine to make two doublets, the J = 1 (bright) and J = 2 (dark) excitons.
The light hole states can typically be ignored because of the large energy separation between
the heavy hole and the light hole states[91, 92, 93, 94]; in the self-assembled dots which we
study here[83, 95], the difference between the light hole and the heavy hole is approximately
40 meV.
The two bright exciton states in the quantum dots can mix with each other to create
states with linear polarization, and the dark excitons can similarly mix, but in the absence
of a magnetic field, the J = 1 and J = 2 states do not mix with each other[96]. Since the
dark states do not couple to light directly, they are hard to observe, but they are important
since the bright states will equilibrate with dark states by undergoing a spin flip. A spin flip
also implies decoherence since the spin flip must involve a phonon which adds or carries away
angular momentum[42, 43, 44]. A measure of this spin-flip time is of great interest to any
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Figure 15: Solid dots: the observed total spectrally integrated intensity versus pump power.
Solid line: P 2 power law, indicating two photon absorption.
quantum information scheme which requires coherence to be maintained in the excited states
of quantum dots[45, 46, 47]. When looking at conversion between the two bright states, prior
work[20, 97, 98] has shown very long decoherence times in certain types of quantum dots,
but a previous study[99] showed a much shorter time scale for the bright-to-dark coupling.
It could be argued that the latter result was an accident of the specific geometry of the dots
used; therefore further study on QDs with different geometry is of value. The theory of
dark-to-bright spin flip has been addressed by Maille et al[78].
4.2 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Our approach is to excite the dark states by two-photon absorption, which does not excite
the bright states. We then record the emission from the bright states with picosecond time
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resolution; the data then tells us of the spin flip time since the bright states cannot be created
in any other way.
We used hierarchically self-assembled GaAs/AlxGa1−xAs QD’s grown by molecular beam
expitaxy and in-situ etching of InAs. A GaAs buffer is grown over a (001) GaAs substrate.
InAs is grown on the GaAs buffer. A 10 nm layer of GaAs is grown over the InAs following
which 5 nm of InAs is etched preferentially by AsBr3. A layer of Al0.45Ga0.55As (thickness
D) is deposited followed by a a 2 nm layer of GaAs and a 100 nm layer of Al0.45Ga0.55As.
This is followed by a final 20nm cladding layer of Al0.45Ga0.55As. The low diffusivity of
Al0.45Ga0.55As causes the holes to be transferred and we have GaAs QD’s. By varying the
thickness of the Al0.45Ga0.55As layer, the size of the QDs can be controlled[83]. For the
samples studied here, D = 10 nm and the holes have a depth of 3.2 nm with density of 40
dots per µm2. The quantum dot photoluminescence appears in the photon energy range of
1.659± .010 eV.
The sample was mounted in a continuous flow microscope cryostat and our experiments
were performed at a temperature of 7 K. Our laser system consists of a Coherent femtosecond
Ti:Sapphire laser, the output of which was amplified by a regenerative amplifier (RegA). This
beam has a repetition rate of 250 KHz and a spectral full width at half maximum (FWHM)
of 4 nm. This beam was sent through a frequency doubler in an optical parametric amplifier
(OPA), and the frequency-doubled pulse was converted to a pulse with photon energy of
0.8428 eV and FWHM of 10 nm. This was used to pump the sample, and corresponds to
a two-photon transition of 1.685 eV, which is about 26 meV higher than the peak photolu-
minesence energy of our QD’s, given above. We used a 1000 nm long-pass filter to ensure
there was no leaked signal at higher photon energy; we also note that the RegA beam has
lower photon energy than the excited states of the QD’s. The signal was time-resolved using
a Hamamatsu streak camera. Since the camera does not respond to the energy of the pump
beam, the QD’s can be pumped resonantly and observed at all times before, during, and
after the laser pulse. Figure 16 shows a typical time-resolved spectrum. We simultaneously
measured the time-averaged spectrum using a Princeton CCD camera.
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Figure 16: Time resolved image of the high density QD sample when pumped by a pulsed
laser at 0.8428 eV at a temperature of 7 K.
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4.3 DATA
The two-photon absorption is a nonlinear process in which the absorption is proportional to
the square of the intensity of the excitation. At very high intensity, there is a probability
of generating excited carriers by means of three-photon excitation. This was avoided by
defocusing the objective lens of the pump laser. To ensure that we were observing lumi-
nescence from QD’s excited by the two photon process and not by leaked photons of higher
energy or by three-photon excitation, we did a power-dependent measurement and plotted
the intensity of the photoluminescence as a function excitation power. As seen in Figure 15,
we obtained a I ∝ P 2 power law, confirming two photon excitation.
Figure 16 shows a typical streak camera image, and Figure 17 shows typical integrated
PL traces taken from streak camera images. For the two-photon excitation, we observed
a rise time of 97 ± 4 ps, with a decay time of 492 ± 4 ps. Since the generated excitation
has higher energy than the photoluminescence, one might attribute the rise time entirely
to a thermalization time, as hot carriers emit phonons and settle into lower states. We can
eliminate this possibility by measuring the thermalization time directly when the dots are
excited by single-photon absorption. Figure 17(a) shows data from this case. The rise time is
obscured at early times by scattered laser light in this case, unlike the two-photon absorption
case, but it is still clear that the rise time of the luminescence is much less in this case than
in the case of two-photon emission, shown in Fig. 17(b).
We performed the experiment at different excitation energies (0.8705 eV to 0.8892 eV),
but fail to see a significant change in the spin flip times based on the excitation energy. The
lack of a significant dependence on the excitation energy shows that it is a phonon emission
process and not a carrier relaxation process. Previous results report a rise time of 38±4 ps
for a single photon excitation[100] while pumping at 1.699 eV for this sample. However the
longitudinal optical (LO) phonon in GaAs quantum dot has an energy of 29.6 meV,[101, 102]
and therefore the thermalization time in that case could have been enhanced by the optical
phonon emission. To ensure that the fast thermalization time we see in the case of single-
photon absorption is not due to the carriers coupling with the LO phonons, we pumped the
sample at 1.681 eV, which is well below one LO phonon energy above the photon emission
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Figure 17: Luminescence from the J=1 state when (a) the J=1 “hot” state and (b) J=2
“hot” state is pumped. The black dots are the data points while the solid line is the fitted
equation.
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energy for the dots. In this case we obtained an upper bound for the rise time of 45 ps. Thus
we conclude that the phonon involved is not the LO phonon but an acoustic phonon[103].
4.4 STATE MODEL
To model the system, we adopt a four-population model of “cold” and “hot”, “dark” and
“bright” excitons, and assume that at the low temperatures of the experiments, “hot” ex-
citons convert down into “cold” excitons but there is no appreciable reverse conversion of
“cold” into “hot”. Figure 18 shows the relevant processes for these populations. The rate
equations for the coupled system of “dark” and “bright” excitons can be written as
dnH1
dt
= −nH1
τ12
− nH1
τ23
− nH1
τ24
+
nH2
τ12
, (4.1)
dnH2
dt
= −nH2
τ12
− nH2
τ23
− nH2
τ24
+
nH1
τ12
, (4.2)
dnC1
dt
= −nC1
τ12
− nC1
τ0
+
nC2
τ12
+
nH1
τ24
+
nH2
τ23
, (4.3)
dnC2
dt
= −nC2
τ12
+
nC1
τ12
+
nH1
τ23
+
nH2
τ24
, (4.4)
where nH1 and nH2 are the populations of the “hot” J = 1 and J = 2 states, respectively,
and nC1 and nC2 are the populations of the “cold” J = 1 and J = 2 states, respectively.
The time constant τ12 is the spin flip conversion time between J = 1 and J = 2 states of
equal energy, while τ23 is the spin flip time from the “hot” J = 2 and J = 1 states to “cold”
J = 1 and J = 2 states of the other spin, τ24 is the phonon emission cooling time between
the “hot” and “cold” states with the same spin, and τ0 is the recombination lifetime to the
ground state. Since the J = 2 states do not couple to the photon field, only J = 1 excitons
are assumed to have radiative decay. Our experiments detect this emission from the “cold”
J = 1 excitons. We thus have four rate constants for the coupled system.
Since two-photon excitation excites the J = 2 state, we have an initial condition of
nH2 = 1 and nH1 = nC1 = nC2 = 0. Solving the above equations for this initial condition
gives us the fit shown in Fig. 17(b).
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Figure 18: Representation of the energy levels we are studing and the transition and recom-
bination times.
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4.5 CALCULATION AND DISCUSSION
In order to get information about all four decay rates, we also solve for the single photon
excitation where we excite the “hot” J=1 state and observe the “cold” J=1 state. By setting
nH1 = 1 and nH2 = nC1 = nC2 = 0, and fitting the solution to our single-photon-excitation
data (Fig. 17(a)), we obtain τ0 = 170±30 ps and τ24 = 50±10 ps. Using these values in our
two-photon-excitation fit (Fig. 17(b)), we obtain τ12 = 245 ± 50 ps and τ23 = 315 ± 60 ps,
getting reasonably good fits for both the single-photon excitation as well as the two-photon
excitation data.
We note that τ23 is greater than τ21 and τ24, which is to be expected, since the excitons
in the “hot-dark” state needs to undergo a spin flip as well as cool down in order to reach
the “cold-bright” state, while τ21 undergoes only a spin flip and τ24 only cools down to a
lower energy state.
Electron spins in quantum dots are studied for their possible application in quantum
information and quantum computing. However, spin flip leads to dephasing and hence spin-
flip times of excitons in quantum dots are important. Here we have probed the spin flip
times of excitons in self-assembled GaAS quantum dots by exciting the dark state and time-
resolving the luminescence from the bright state. While quantum dots in many systems have
very long dephasing times, we see here, as in Ref. [99], that excitons can have very short
spin flip time in quantum dots. The spin-flip time of the excitons in the dots examined here
is of the order of a few hundred picoseconds, while the “cool-down” time is of the order of
a few tens of picoseconds. In both cases the mechanism should be phonon emission, since
phonons can carry both energy and angular momentum[104].
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5.0 TWO-PHOTON EXCITATION OF POLARITONS
The material in this chapter was submitted to Optica in April 2015 and is currently under
peer review. The sample was grown in Princeton university by L. Pfeiffer and K. West. The
experimental setup was designed by C. Gautham and data-collection was performed by C.
Gautham and M. Steger. Analysis of the data was done by C. Gautham and D. Snoke.
5.1 INTRODUCTION
The exciton-polariton is a quantum superposition of light and matter which has been stud-
ied extensively for its bosonic properties. The common experimental system consists of
quantum well (QW) excitons embedded in a two-dimensional microcavity (for reviews see,
e.g., Refs. [22, 105, 106, 107]). At low temperatures, this system exhibits Bose-Einstein
condensation[26, 23, 108], superfluidity[52, 109, 110], and quantized vortices[51, 111, 112,
113, 114] and may have applications as a low-threshold coherent light source and highly
nonlinear optical system. Polaritons are metastable particles, as they can leak through the
mirrors into external photons. Although this may appear to be a drawback, it provides a
way to look at the condensate continuously, and in long-lifetime samples, the polaritons can
still thermalize to nearly equilibrium behavior.
Recently, two-photon excitation of exciton-polaritons has gained attention[66, 69, 70]
for its possible application in polariton lasers[66, 71, 72]. In general, two-photon excitation
of polaritons provides another way of using the super-nonlinearities of the polaritons for
optical modulation schemes. Refs. [66, 70] proposed a mechanism via absorption into the
2p state while Ref. [69] investigated this claim using a narrowband source and cast doubt
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on that mechanism because they saw no strong two-photon absorption at the energy of
the 2p state. Since there exist other mechanisms that could permit the conversion of dark
excitons into the lower polaritons, in this paper we perform time-resolved measurements
to investigate this issue and show successful direct excitation of exciton-polaritons by two-
photon absorption[115]. We show that this is possible with a beam incident with a finite
in-plane momentum due to “bright” state/“dark” state mixing and study the polarization
dependence of this absorption both theoretically as well as experimentally.
5.2 SAMPLE STRUCTURE AND PROPERTIES
In the GaAs-based structures we use, the lowest quantum well exciton states consist of the
two J = 1 “bright” states and two J = 2 “dark” states. These states are made of the
conduction electrons with spin =±1/2 and the heavy holes with angular momentum ±3/2.
In our samples with narrow (7 nm) quantum wells, the light hole exciton states are about
30 meV higher than the heavy hole states, which is greater than the upper polariton-lower
polariton splitting and greater than the spectral width of the lasers we use, so the light
hole states are unlikely to be excited in resonant excitation of the heavy hole states. The
polaritons are formed by a coupling of the cavity photon to the J = 1 “bright” heavy hole
exciton state. The coupling of the photon and exciton states leads to two new sets of states,
the upper polaritons’ and lower polaritons,’ split by about 12 meV. The J = 2 “dark” exciton
states do not couple to photons to make polaritons.
Our exciton-polariton samples are made up of GaAs quantum wells with AlAs barriers,
in three sets of four placed at the antinodes of the microcavity made of two Bragg mirrors,
which are made of AlAs and AlxGa1−xAs repeating layers. The details of these long lifetime
samples is given is Ref. [87] and the measurement of the lifetime (180 ± 10 ps) is given
in Ref. [88]. This lifetime corresponds to a quality factor of over 300,000, compared to a
quality factor less than 10,000 for the samples used in Refs. [69, 70]. The long lifetime of the
samples allowed us to study ballistic propagation of the population injected by two-photon
excitation. The ballistic propagation was good evidence that the injection was directly into
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Figure 19: (a) Time-averaged spectrum while exciting with half the energy of the LP with
a laser focused at x = 0µm. There is a spatial gradient to the polariton energy because
there is a wedge in the cavity thickness across the sample. (b) Time-resolved spectrum at
the generation spot while exciting with half the energy of the LP. There is a fast rise time
of the emission comparable to our time resolution which indicates there is direct excitation
of the the LP.
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polariton states rather than higher energy states that would have to thermalize/scatter into
the LP states.
5.3 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
These samples were mounted in a cryostat and held at a fixed temperature in the range of
4-8 K. Two-photon excitation of the samples was done using a Coherent optical parametric
amplifier (OPA) system consisting of a femtosecond pulsed Ti-Sapphire laser, a regenerative
amplifier with a repetition rate of 250 kHz, and an OPA pumped with tunable output
wavelength. Since the energy of the lower polariton in our samples was about 1.593 eV, we
tuned the OPA to give a beam with half that energy (0.7965 eV). This output beam had a
spectral full width at half maximum (FWHM) of 15 meV.
We used a dichroic mirror and a 1000 nm long pass filter in the path of our pump beam in
order to remove leaked signal coming from the regenerative amplifier. Also, since the photon
energy of the regenerative amplifier beam is much lower than the energy of the polariton
emission, it was not detected by our spectrally-resolved detection system. The emission
signal from the polaritons was spectrally resolved using a 0.25-m spectrometer and time-
resolved using a Hamamatsu streak camera. The time-averaged signal was simultaneously
viewed on a Princeton CCD camera.
5.4 TWO TIME PEAKS
Figure 19(a) shows a typical spatially resolved, time-averaged spectrum. The energy of the
emission from the polaritons varies across the sample because there is a wedge in the cavity
thickness, giving a spatial gradient to the photon energy. Figure 19(b) shows a typical time-
resolved spectrum. As seen in this Figure (as well as Figure 21(b)), there is a fast rise time
of the emission, comparable to our time resolution. The fast fall time of the emission is
actually an artifact due to the motion of the polaritons in the cavity gradient. Instead of
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Figure 20: Power dependence of the polariton emission intensity at the creation spot. Solid
line: fit to the square of the pump power, indicating two-photon absorption.
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Figure 21: Intensity vs. time for different pump wavelengths of (a)0.7922 eV (b)0.7973 eV
(c)0.8050 eV (d)0.8103 eV (e)0.8130 eV and (f)0.8183 nm. A fast initial peak appears when
the median pump photon energy is at half the lower polariton energy (λ = 0.7973 eV). A
later population dominates for higher pump energies.
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remaining at the spot where they were generated, the polaritons experience the force due to
the cavity gradient and accelerate in the direction toward lower cavity photon energy. This
is further explained in Section 27. This leads to two effects that suppress their collection by
our detection system. First, as they move, they can move out of the spatial field of view
of the lens collecting the emission. Second, as they accelerate to higher momentum in the
plane (corresponding to higher in-plane wave number k‖), their photon emission occurs at
higher angle, and therefore will not be collected by a low numerical-aperture system.
In order to ensure that we were observing two-photon excitation and not a higher-order
excitation or single-photon excitation due to leaked photons in the pump beam, we did
a power series measurement by varying the pump power and measured the time-averaged
intensity. As seen in Figure 20, the good fit to I ∝ P 2 power law confirms that we have
observed two-photon excitation.
5.5 ENERGY DEPENDENCE
Figure 21 shows the results of the time-resolved measurements for various pump wavelengths.
The wavelength of 1555 nm corresponds to the resonant condition of the pump photon energy
exactly half the lower polariton energy.
When exciting with exactly half the resonant energy (Figure 21(b)), we see a short (16 ps)
peak. However, as we increased the pump photon energy, we see the initial peak disappear
and a signal with a long rise time take its place.
Figure 22 shows the polariton intensity at constant pump power as the pump wavelength
is varied. When we plot only the intensity of the initial peak, as shown in Figure 22(a), we
see that the intensity is maximum when the pump photon energy is half the LP energy and
disappears at a higher pump photon energy. The FWHM of this peak is 15 meV, which
is the same as the pump laser spectral FWHM. If we plot the total intensity, as shown in
Figure 22(b), we see that the intensity increases with increasing pump photon energy. We
also observe a small peak while pumping at an energy corresponding to half the energy of
the upper polariton energy (0.807 eV) in both cases. The apparent dip in one of the data
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Figure 22: Polariton emission intensity vs. pump photon energy from the time-resolved data.
(a) Initial peak intensity showing maximum absorption at the LP energy with a slight peak at
the UP energy. (b) Total integrated intensity showing an increase in intensity as the energy
is increased. The circles and diamonds represent two data sets obtained on two different
days.
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sets in Figure 22 falls within our uncertainty.
For each wavelength, we measured the power dependence for the initial fast-risetime
peak and the slow-risetime signal separately. Both signals had intensity proportional to the
square of the pump power, indicating that both cases correspond to two-photon absorption.
5.6 TEMPERATURE AND MAGNETIC FIELD DEPENDENCE
In order to understand the slow-risetime signal, we measured the signal as a function of
temperature. As seen in Figure 23, when the temperature is lower, the slow-risetime signal
has greater relative weight. This is consistent with higher energy states cooling down into the
ground state of the lower polariton. At a higher temperature, these states will be scattered
to higher k-states, while at a lower temperature, they can cool down to states near k‖ = 0.
Since k = 0 corresponds to emission normal to the cavity, and our detection system has low
numerical aperture, we observe only states with k‖ ' 0 in our experiment. The short initial
peak shows no change in intensity in the temperature range we studied (2.5 K to 10 K).
5.7 THEORY AND DISCUSSION
The picture thus arises that polaritons are created by two different mechanisms. One mech-
anism is direct two-photon creation of polaritons, which occurs most efficiently when the
pump laser photon energy is at exactly half the lower polariton energy. The second pro-
cess is two-photon absorption into excitons in higher energy states, which then relax down
into the lower polariton states with a time constant of several hundred picoseconds. These
higher-energy states may be either “dark” (J = 2) exciton states or 2p states of the J = 1
excitons.
In order to explain the luminescence from two-photon absorption, other works[66, 70]
considered a mechanism based on absoprtion into the 2p-state of the exciton, which then
relaxes into the lower polariton by emitting a terahertz photon, while ref. [69] has found no
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Figure 23: Time vs intensity at (a) 8.3K and (b) 2.5K. As the temperature is increased, the
intensity of the later peak decreases. (c) Summary of the integrated late-time intensity data
as a function of T .
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evidence of direct two-photon pumping into the 2-p state. Time resolving the luminescence
(Figure 21 and 22) leads us to believe that we are directly exciting the polariton states.
Although two-photon excitation of the J = 1 states is forbidden by symmetry at k‖ = 0
(normal incidence), away from k‖ = 0, mixing of the J = 1 and J = 2 states occurs.
The coupling between the “dark” and “bright” exciton states can be understood from
the Luttinger-Kohn (L-K) Hamiltonian[116, 117]:
HLK |uk〉 =

P +Q −S R 0 −S/√2 √2R
−S∗ P −Q 0 R −√2Q √3/2S
R 0 P −Q S √3/2S √2Q
0 R∗ S∗ P +Q −√2R −S∗/√2
−S∗/√2 −√2Q∗ √3/2S −√2R P + δ 0
√
2R∗
√
3/2S∗
√
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
J,mj

|32 , 32〉
|32 , 12〉
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√
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√
3(kx − iky)kz. (5.1)
where γ1, γ2 and γ3 are the band structure parameters.
Because δ is about 100 meV, we can ignore the split-off holes. We therefore restrict our
attention to the 4 × 4 submatrix the light-hole heavy-hole states. The J = 0 light hole
states couple to the J = 1 heavy hole states through the L-K Hamiltonian when S 6= 0.
The S term increases linearly with kx and ky and is zero for kx = ky = 0. The value of
kz is determined by the quantum well confinement. The “bright” (J = 1) excitons for the
heavy holes have conduction-band electrons with spin in the direction opposite to the hole
angular momentum, i.e. |3
2
,±3
2
;∓1
2
〉, where the first label gives the value of J for the hole,
the second label gives the value of mj of the hole, and the third, the spin of the electron.
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“Dark” heavy-hole (J = 2) excitons correspond to electron spin in the same direction as the
hole angular momentum, i.e., |3
2
,±3
2
;±1
2
〉.
Our pump photons are linearly polarized. Since linear polarization can be viewed as
the superposition of two opposite circular polarizations, two photons from the pump beam
will couple to a net J = 0 state of the excitons. Such a state exists for the light holes,
corresponding to the two states |3
2
, 1
2
;−1
2
〉 and |3
2
,−1
2
; 1
2
〉. The “bright” state polaritons are
nominally defined as α|3
2
,−1
2
〉 + β|1〉 and α′| − 3
2
, 1
2
〉 + β′| − 1〉, where | ± 1〉 are the cavity
photon states with J = 1. The J = 0 light hole states couple to the J = 1 heavy hole states
through the L-K Hamiltonian when S 6= 0. The S term increases linearly with kx and ky
and is zero for kx = ky = 0. The value of kz is determined by the quantum well confinement.
We thus see that the lower polaritons are not purely made from heavy hole excitons for
finite in-plane k‖; the excitonic part of the polariton includes a “dark” exciton fraction. The
“dark” exciton fraction will slightly reduce the polaritonic coupling to the cavity photons
but will not lead to drastic changes of the polariton behavior. Diagonalizing the L-K Hamil-
tonian, setting R = 0 and P + Q = Ehh and P − Q = Elh, and ∆ = Elh − Ehh, which as
mentioned above is about 30 meV, and S  ∆, the hole eigenstates are
|3
2
, 3
2
〉+ S
∆
|3
2
, 1
2
〉
−S
∆
|3
2
, 3
2
〉+ |3
2
, 1
2
〉
|3
2
,−3
2
〉+ S
∆
|3
2
,−1
2
〉 (5.2)
−S
∆
|3
2
,−3
2
〉+ |3
2
,−1
2
〉.
5.8 MOMENTUM DEPENDENCE
Although in these experiments we excited the sample at normal incidence, we used a focusing
lens which introduced a finite range of angles of incidence, and therefore finite kx and ky,
which caused direct excitation of the LP through coupling with the “dark” state excitons.
The above interpretation implies that an increase in kx and ky should increase the absorption
of the two photon absorption.
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We further note that the eigenstates of the light holes are given by[116]
|3
2
, 1
2
〉 = −1√
6
|(cos θ cosφ− i sinφ)xˆ+ (cos θ sinφ+ i cosφ)yˆ − sin θzˆ〉| ↓〉
+
√
2
3
| sin θ cosφxˆ+ sin θ sinφyˆ + cos θzˆ〉| ↑〉
(5.3)
|3
2
,−1
2
〉 = −1√
6
|(cos θ cosφ+ i sinφ)xˆ+ (cos θ sinφ− i cosφ)yˆ − sin θzˆ〉| ↓〉
+
√
2
3
| sin θ cosφxˆ+ sin θ sinφyˆ + cos θzˆ〉| ↑〉,
(5.4)
where θ is the angle between the normal to the sample and the polarization vector of the
incoming light, φ is the angle of rotation about the normal, and | ↑〉 and | ↓〉 indicate the
spin states.
Calculating the optical momentum matrix element between these states and the conduc-
tion band states for the “dark” exciton, we obtain
〈iS ↑ |p|3
2
, 1
2
〉 =
√
2
3
(sin θ cosφxˆ+ sin θ sinφyˆ + cos θzˆ)P (5.5)
〈iS ↓ |p|3
2
,−1
2
〉 =
√
2
3
(sin θ cosφxˆ+ sin θ sinφyˆ + cos θzˆ)P, (5.6)
where p is the dipole operator, |S ↑〉 and |S ↓〉 are the conduction band eigenstates, and P
is the dipole element.
If the plane of incidence is the x− z plane, then φ = 0 and the TE polarization is along
the y-axis. We obtain the relevant matrix elements by looking at the yˆ component which
gives us sin θ sinφ = 0 since φ = 0. To obtain the matrix element corresponding to the
TM polarization, we look at the zˆ component which gives us cos θ. In our experiment, we
measure the angle θ′ where θ′ is the angle between the normal to the sample and the incident
beam and θ′ = pi
2
− θ, giving us a matrix element ∼ sin θ′ ∼ kx.
The dependence of the S term on kx and the dependence of the polarization selection
rule on kx gives us a factor of k
2
x for the matrix element. The rate of two-photon absorption
is proportional to the square of the matrix element, which means that we should see the
intensity increase as k4|| for TM polarized light, and we should not see any luminescence from
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a purely TE polarized light. To check this, we varied the k for incident TM and TE polarized
light, and observed the intensity consistent with a k4|| dependence in the TM polarized case
(Figure 24), and no luminescence in the TE polarized case. The spread of angles in the
incoming beam gives a non-zero contribution even at k|| = 0, i.e., normal incidence. When
the signal was sent through a polarizer, the polaritons formed are seen to be TM polarized
as well. A change of the polarization of the pump beam from linear to circular polarization
causes a decrease in absorption.
Further support of this conclusion comes from experiments in which we placed the sample
in a magnetic field. No change in the intensity of the polariton emission generated by two-
photon excitation was seen. Since the “dark” state/“bright” state mixing is already allowed
at finite in-plane k||, a change in the magnetic field up to ∼ 1 T did not give a substantial
increase in the mixing.
5.9 CONCLUSION
In conclusion, direct two-photon excitation of the lower polariton branch of exciton-polaritons
in a microcavity is possible at non-zero angle of incidence, without involving higher-lying
J = 2 or 2p exciton states. When the pump photon energy is tuned to be resonant with
those higher-lying states, we do see evidence for those states being excited, which then lead
to polaritons appearing at lower energy with a long rise time. Direct two-photon excitation
of polaritons leads us to expect novel nonlinear effects with interaction of macroscopically
occupied polariton states and light waves at half their frequency. Future work will address
this.
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Figure 24: Intensity of the light from two-photon absorption vs. the central in-plane mo-
mentum of the incoming light beam. The dots represent our data and the solid line is a
convolution fit A(f ∗ g) + B, where f = k4 and g = e− k
2
σ2 with σ2 = 0.07, which takes into
account the finite width of our laser spot. A = 0.95 and B = 0.14 are scaling parameters
which take into account background light. This indicates that the absorption is ∝ k4.
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6.0 CHARACTERIZATION OF TWO-PHOTON EXCITATION
In order to fully understand the two-photon absorption process in polaritons, we excited
the sample under varying conditions of magnetic field, and polarization. We used the bath
cryostat to measure changes due to varying magnetic fields, and the microscope cryostat to
measure polarization dependence and perform polarization measurements of the photolumi-
nescence from the sample. We also used two-photon excitation to measure the lifetime of the
polariton and compare it with the measurement made using resonant excitation. The details
of the lifetime measurements were reported in Optica[88]. In this chapter I will talk about
the various measurements made and discuss how they can be exploited to achieve determin-
istic absorption of the two-photon beam to a greater degree. Single-photon measurements
were also done and are reported in the thesis of Mark Steger.
6.1 MAGNETIC FIELD
The two-photon absorption process excites the exciton to a J = 2 or J = 0 “dark” exciton
state. As explained in Chapter 5, this state can couple to photons to make a polariton at
a non-zero in-plane momentum. However, the coupling is extremely weak only allowed at
non-zero in-plane momentum. In order to achieve two-photon absorption at k|| = 0, we used
an in-plane magnetic field to mix the bright and dark states.
In D2d symmetry, at zero in-plane momentum, there is no mixing of the bright and dark
states in the absence of a magnetic field. The interaction of the electron and the hole with
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Figure 25: (a) A schematic of the experimental setup to measure change in luminescence in
the presence of a magnetic field. (b) Sample placed at the center of a standard store bought
ring-shaped magnet where it experienced a magnetic field of ∼0.1 T. (c) Two coils of the
superconducting wire formed a solenoid and the sample was placed between them where the
magnetic field was 2 T. (d) Our specially prepared sample holder with a hole in the center
which allowed the beam to pass through.
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an external magnetic field is given by[118, 119]
Hzeeman(B) = −µB
∑
i
(+ge,iSe,i − 2κiJh,i − 2qiJ3h,i)Bi (6.1)
where µB is the Bohr magneton, qi and κi are the valance band parameters,Jh denotes the
spin of the hole, Se is the spin of the electron, and g is the g-factor of the particle. For the
heavy hole Jh = 3/2, and Jh,z = ±3/2, and for the electron Se = 1/2 and Se,z = ±1/2.
If we use the exciton states |+1〉, |−1〉, |+2〉,|−2〉 as our basis states, along the growth
direction (i.e., the z direction), we see that the Hamiltonian is given as
Hzeeman(B) = −µBBz2

+(ge,z + gh,z) 0 0 0
0 −(ge,z + gh,z) 0 0
0 0 −(ge,z − gh,z) 0
0 0 0 +(ge,z − gh,z)

and we have no off-diagonal terms. Thus for a magnetic field along the z direction, there is
no bright state/dark state mixing.
However, for a magnetic field perpendicular to the growth direction (i.e., in the x − y
plane), the matrix representation of the Hamiltonian for the same basis states is given as
Hzeeman(B) = −µBBz2

0 0 ge,x) gh2,x
0 0 gh2,x ge,x
ge,x gh2,x 0 0
gh2,x ge,x 0 0

.
Thus, it is possible to mix the bright and dark states of the heavy-hole exciton with an
in-plane magnetic field. Theoretically we could directly excite into the polariton state with
two-photon excitation even at k|| = 0 if we apply an in-plane magnetic field.
For this experiment, we used the setup shown in Figure 25, which is similar to the basic
set-up used in Chapters 4 and 5. A detailed description of the experimental setup is given in
Appendix C. Two different magnets were used to create a magnetic field. In the first instance
(Figure 25(b)) a standard neodymium ring-shaped magnet was used. The sample was placed
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at the center of the ring where it experienced a magnetic field of ∼0.1 T. This magnet was
chosen so that the sample could be placed in the microscope cryostat. A microscope cryostat
allowed us to use a microscope objective to focus the beam onto the sample, which gave us a
tightly focused beam, which is essential in two-photon excitation. However, our microscope
cryostat only gave us a low temperature of ∼ 4 K. Furthermore, since the sample was right
up against the window in a microscope cryostat, the size of the magnet was also limited
and could not be much thicker than the sample itself. Luminescence from the sample was
analyzed with and without the magnetic field, but no real change in two-photon absorption
was noticed.
To give us greater control over the magnetic field, as well as, a much larger magnetic field,
we placed the sample in a specially made sample holder between two solenoids which creates
a constant magnetic field at the sample. We could control the strength of the magnetic field
and changed it from 0 T to 2 T, which allowed us to study the system both with and without
the magnetic field. A superconducting wire (a copper-clad Niobium-titanium wire with a
clad-diameter of 0.114 mm and an insulated diameter of 0.14 mm) was used to construct the
solenoid[120]. Two rolls of the super conducting wire was prepared (Figure 25(c))and the
sample was placed between them. A current of up to 6 A was sent through the superconduct-
ing wires at a temperature of 1.9 K. When the current was 6 A, the magnetic field produced
by each coil at the center of the sample was calculated to be 1 T, which gave us a total of
2 T at the point of interest[120]. However, as stated earlier, the microscope cryostat had a
low temperature limit of ∼ 4 K, while we required a lower temperature to run the magnets.
In order to reach such a low temperature, the setup was placed in the inner chamber of a
bath cryostat and immersed in liquid helium while being pumped on by an external pump
to reduce the pressure.
Using a bath cryostat meant we could no longer use a microscope objective to focus the
beam onto our sample since the sample is receded from the front window of the cryostat by
7 cm. This forced us to use a longer focal length lens, which resulted in a bigger focusing
spot and lower luminescence. However, our CCD camera and streak camera allowed us to
perform time integrations which helped us collect the photoluminescence. By placing the
sample at the center of the cryostat and the focusing lens against the front cryostat window
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we were able to look at the luminescence from the sample on both the streak camera as well
as the CCD camera.
The measured values are showed in Figure 26 where we see no real change in the two-
photon absorption at different magnetic fields. This can be explained by the fact that
dark/bright state mixing is already allowed at non-zero in-plane momentum and our optical
pumping had a wide range of momentum. A magnetic field of 2 T might not be enough
to sufficiently increase the change at k = 0 sufficiently for it to be observed. The apparent
small decrease in intensity with increasing magnetic field can be explained by slight shifts
of the pump beam path due to currents caused in the helium superfluid when we increase
the magnetic field. Since two-photon absorption is proportional to the square of the input
intensity, a slight shift in the beam path could cause large changes in absorption of the beam.
6.2 LIFETIME OF THE POLARITON USING TWO-PHOTON
EXCITATION
As reported in Chapter 5, we generated polaritons via a 200 fs pump pulse tuned to one-half
the energy of the polaritons which we call the “two-photon beam”. Although we argued that
there should indeed be an allowed two-photon process at non-zero in-plane momentum due
to bright/dark state mixing, the lack of a lifetime in Figure 21 seemed to suggest that what
we are seeing is second harmonic generation (Section 2.6.2) and not two-photon absorption
(Section 2.6.1). In order to completely prove that we are seeing two-photon excitation, we
measured to the lifetime of these polaritons.
We looked at the propagation of these long-lived polaritons created by the two-photon
beam to study this lifetime. We performed two separate experiments to measure the lifetime
in which we cooled down the sample to a temperature of ∼4 K in the microscope cryostat.
We use a wide field objective to look at the polaritons and track their movement.
In the first experiment we injected at a large angle, far from our field of view (Figure 27).
The polaritons were injected “uphill” - towards higher energy in the cavity gradient. A
detailed description of the experimental setup is given in Appendix C. Since there is a
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Figure 26: A measurement of the intensity of the signal at different magnetic fields.
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Figure 27: A representation of the experimental setup used to measure the polariton lifetime.
The polaritons were injected at a point far away from our point of observation “uphill” into
our cavity gradient. The polaritons were measured as they traveled into our field of view,
turned around and moved back[88].
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gradient in the sample, the polaritons feel a force due to the gradient which is akin to rolling
a ball uphill, where there is energy conservation which is given as
H =
h¯2k2
2meff
− Fx (6.2)
where meff is the effective mass of the lower polaritons which is approximately 10
−5 me. The
effective mass does change with the position and wave vector, but can be approximated to
be constant. The force F is given by the gradient in the region of the cavity studied here,
and is approximately equal to 10.5 meV/mm for this section of the microcavity.
The polaritons initially had a large in-plane momentum due to the large angle of injection
(Figure 30). The polaritons were viewed far from the point of injection in an effort to
replicate the effects of resonant excitation[88]. They lost their momentum as they proceed
up the gradient until they reached k|| = 0, at which point they turned around. We observed
this turn-around spot and measured the change in luminescence over time which told us the
lifetime of the polaritons. The polaritons entered our field of view ∼200 ps after the laser
injected them, and were tracked as they entered our field of view, turned around and moved
away. The results are shown in Figure 28(a) and are seen to be roughly parabolic and similar
to the one-photon injection. However, the trajectory for the two-photon excitation case is
extremely broad in comparison to the single-photon excitation case. This could be attributed
to the large spectral width of the laser used for two-photon excitation. This created a large
range of polaritons with varying energy and momentum which follow energy conservation
laws and resulted in a broadening of the trajectory.
The lifetime of the polaritons were measured to be 178±28 ps which is similar to the
lifetime measured through one-photon excitation which was 180±10 ps. The fit is shown in
Figure 29. The black dots represent the data and the blue curve is an exponential fit to the
data. The data is noisy due to broadening of the trajectory, which is a result of the broad
spectral width of our laser. This also gives us a larger uncertainty in our fit.
In the second experiment, we excited the sample at the point of observation. It is rather
hard to do this with one-photon excitation since the pump beam would interfere with the
signal from the sample, but for two-photon excitation, since the pump beam is spectrally far
from the signal, there is no interference or scattered light from the pump beam. We pumped
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Figure 28: Time-resolved measurement of the polariton photo-luminescence while exciting
with a femtosecond beam at half the energy. (a) The polaritons were created at a large angle
far away from our point of observation. Due to the spectral width of our laser, we see a broad
trajectory. (b) The polaritons were injected normal to our sample at the point of observation.
We create a range of momentum states, but do not see the polaritons corresponding to k=0.
The long-lived luminescence at the point of creation is from the substrate. The inset (c) is
the same data as (b) except with the pump spot centered and unclipped[88].
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Figure 29: The polariton intensity of Figure 28 summed over space plotted against time to
show the exponential decay of the population. The black dots represent the data and the
blue curve is an exponential fit to the data which gives us lifetime of 178±28 ps. The red
lines indicate the range of data considered for the lifetime fit - the photoluminescence outside
these bounds are outside the range of collection of the CCD camera.
the sample through the microscope objective through which we were viewing the sample. In
order to get a tight focus, we expanded the beam and made use of the full numerical aperture
of the microscope objective. Thus, even though the maximum intensity of the beam was at
the center, our angle of incidence was in a range between 0o to 20o. This gave us a range
of k-states. The results are shown in Figure 28(b). The results showed no luminescence at
k|| = 0 initially and the polaritons created with a non-zero k propagating out. However,
since the in-plane momentum given to these polaritons is much less than those created in
the first experiment, we see propagation to a shorter distance. The long-lived stationary
luminescence we see is from the bulk GaAs substrate which can be excited with two-photon
excitation. Substrate luminescence is present at a much lower energy and can usually be
eliminated by spectrally resolving the signal. However, in this case, since we wish to measure
propagation, we cannot spectrally resolve out the substrate luminescence.
As seen from Figure 28(b), although we injected such that we had the highest intensity
at k = 0, the polaritons we see have a finite in-plane momentum. Figure 28(c) are the same
data as Figure 28(b), except that the luminescence is centered while in 28(b), the beam
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Figure 30: A representation of the in-plane momentum while going through the microscope
objective. a) The point of incidence on the microscope objective determines the angle of the
incoming beam, which in turn gives us an in-plane momentum. b) Control of magnitude
and direction of the in-plane momentum by changing the angle of incidence on the sample.
traveling to x<0 is clipped. This further solidifies the arguments in Chapter 5, which claim
that direct creation of polaritons with two-photon excitation is possible only with a beam
which has finite in-plane momentum due to light hole/heavy hole mixing, while two-photon
excitation is forbidden at k = 0 due to selection rules. These results further show, very
clearly, that two-photon resonant generation of polaritons is possible.
6.3 POLARIZATION OF THE INCIDENT BEAM
As stated in Section 5.8, the two-photon pump beam needs to be transverse magnetic (TM)
polarized in order to create polaritons directly. To confirm this, polarizers were placed on
the pump beam path just before it was incident on the sample and the beam was polarized
vertical to the optical table. We placed these polarizers just before the microscope objective
in order to avoid any circular polarization components that could creep in if the beam was
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not incident on the mirrors on the path at 45o. The beam diameter was reduced by using
a telescope to 0.5 mm and it was sent through a periscope before it hit the microscope
objective. The periscope allowed us to control the position of the beam on the microscope
objective. As shown in Figure 30 (a), the position that the beam was incident on the
microscope objective was directly related to the angle of incidence on the sample. By using
a telescope to control the size of the beam as it is incident on the microscope objective to
have a spot size of 1 mm, which gave us ∆θ = 3o. By changing the point of incidence on
the back of the microscope objective, we were able to control the angle of incidence on the
sample, and were able to span θ = 30o.
The sample was placed normal to the microscope objective and the beam was scanned
across the microscope. As shown in Figure 30 (b), if we scanned along y-direction, increasing
the angle θy while at x = 0 (which is the same as θx = 0), we increased k||y, but there would
be no k||x component. For vertically polarized light, this would increase the amount of TM
polarization in the pump beam. Similarly, for vertically polarized light, if we kept ky = 0
and varied kx, we increased the transverse electric (TE) polarized light. If the laser beam
was initially polarized horizontal to the optical table, this effect would be reversed.
Although we shouldn’t have observed any photoluminescence when the beam was TE
polarized, it was impossible to make the spot size on the microscope objective small. Thus
the beam always had a ∆k component such that, even when the beam was fully TE polarized,
it had a small TM polarization component which gave us luminescence.
As we scanned the sample along the k||y direction with TM polarized light coming from
our laser, we observed a k4||y intensity dependence of the polariton photoluminescence as
shown in Figure 24, while scanning along k||x did not produce any luminescence. However,
we might have a strain along one dimension of the sample which could cause asymmetry
in absorption. We wanted to make sure this preference for absorption along one direction
is indeed due to TM-polarization dependent bright/dark state mixing and not an artifact
of the sample itself. To check this, we used two half-wave plates to rotate the incoming
pump beam so it was horizontally polarized. This should give us TM polarization along k||x
and TE polarization along k||y. We scanned along both directions. As seen from Figure 31,
we observe k4||x intensity dependence. While we scanned along k||y, we did not observe any
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Figure 31: Intensity of the light from two-photon absorption vs. the central in-plane mo-
mentum of the incoming light beam. We used a waveplate to rotate the incoming two-
photon beam to check that the preferential absorption along one direction was due to TM-
polarization dependent bright/dark state mixing and not an artifact of sample. The dots
represent our data and the solid line is a convolution fit A(f ∗ g)+B, where f = k4 and
g = e−
k2
σ2 with σ2 = 0.44, which takes into account the finite width of our laser spot.
A = 0.96 and B = 0.25 are scaling parameters which take into account background light.
This indicates that the absorption is ∝ k4.
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luminescence , as expected.
As further elaborated upon in Chapter 7, the TM polarization dependence was important
to keep in mind while performing deterministic absorption of the two-photon beam. If we
are pumping at an angle we needed to make sure that we rotate the polarization of the pump
beam such that we have a TM component.
6.4 POLARIZATION OF THE POLARITONS
If we use a non-resonant pump beam, polaritons are created when higher-energy excitons
cool down by emitting phonons. The cool-down happens over a few hundred picoseconds
and in the process the excitons lose the polarization of the pump beam, so that the photo-
luminescence from the polaritons is generally un-polarized. While this aspect can be ex-
ploited to separate the pump beam from the signal, if we polarize the pump beam along one
direction and view only the signal polarized along the perpendicular direction, we cut down
the signal along with the pump beam and we lose half of our signal.
However, in the experiments in which we directly create the lower polariton resonantly
state with a two-photon beam, the polarization of the laser should be preserved in the
polariton population. We also do not expect any cool-down period where the polarization
of the exciton is dispersed to photons. Thus, we were interested in the polarization state
of the polaritons we create using resonant excitation. In order to study this, we pumped
resonantly with the two-photon beam and analyzed the luminescence from the sample using
a polarizer. A detailed description of the experimental setup is given in Appendix C. The
data is shown in Figure 32. In this Figure, the angle of the fast axis of the polarizer is along
the x-axis and the intensity of the photoluminescence is along the y-axis. At 0o, the fast
axis of the polarizer is aligned with the polarization of the laser beam. We can see that
the intensity is maximum at 0o and 180o and minimum along the perpendicular directions.
This tells us that the polaritons were polarized along the same direction as our pump beam,
which indicates that they retained the polarization of our pump beam.
This data is of special interest to us for our deterministic absorption experiments. If the
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Figure 32: Polarization of the polaritons. At 0o, the fast axis of the polarizer is aligned with
the polarization of the laser beam. The intensity is maximum at 0o and 180o and minimum
along the perpendicular directions, indicating that the polaritons were polarized along the
same direction as our pump beam. The dots represent the data while the solid line is a fit
to the data.
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polaritons tend to hold the polarization of the pump beam state when pumped resonantly,
we would maximize the chances of deterministic absorption if the condensate is polarized
along the same direction. As elaborated upon in Chapter 7, we exploited this to create a
condensate using a beam polarized along the same direction as the two-photon beam.
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7.0 DETERMINISTIC ABSORPTION OF THE TWO-PHOTON BEAM
Polaritons, by virtue of being a particle with a integer spin, are bosons obeying Bose-Einstein
statistics. Thus, they can form a Bose-Einstein condensate. The microcavity polaritons in
our samples are metastable particles with long lifetimes, which gives us the opportunity to
image and study the polariton condensates continuously. In this chapter, I discuss experi-
ments in which a polariton BEC was created by using a laser-generated trap or by resonantly
pumping the ground state. In both cases a beam with half the energy of the polariton is
incident on the condensate. We will refer to this beam as the “two-photon” beam. Our aim
was to see modulation of the two photon absorption due to the presence of the condensate.
7.1 POLARITON BEC
The mass of the polariton is 10−4me (where me is the free electron mass), giving them a
much higher critical temperature than a cold atom gas. In a cold atom gas, a Bose-Einstein
condensate requires temperatures in the order of a few tens of nanokelvin, while polariton
BECs are reported at room temperatures[24, 25]. Our experiments are generally conducted
at temperatures between 5 − 10 K. In that regime, with a polariton mass of ≈ 10−4me, we
obtain a critical density of 107cm−2 particles. Polariton BEC is recognized by spontaneous
real-space and momentum-space narrowing while decreasing the temperature or increasing
the density[23, 87].
In our samples, we can create polariton samples by creating a “trap” as shown in Fig-
ure 33. The exciton cloud is static compared to the polariton. Therefore a polariton created
on the excitonic cloud moves down in energy on either side of the cloud. The polaritons
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moving right flow “downhill” (towards lower energy in the sample energy gradient - right
in the Figure), gain momentum and are lost, but the ones moving “uphill” (towards higher
energy in the sample energy gradient - left in the Figure) are trapped in the energy minimum
to the left of the cloud.
7.2 DETERMINISTIC ABSORPTION OF A FOCK STATE
Fermi’s rule tells us that stimulated scattering into a state is enhanced by (N+1) if the
occupation state is occupied by N as stated in Section 2.5[28]. In polariton condensates, this
can be used to increase the number of polaritons using optical absorption. Thus absorption
into the final state can be controlled by the occupation of the final state. This process of
deterministically absorbing the two-photon beam can be used as an optical switch. The laser
beam used to directly excite our samples are required to be around 1550 nm which is also
in the optical communication band. The beam can be propagated using a fiber and can be
used to modulate the absorption of the single photon excitation beam.
A coherent beam of light can be written as
|coh〉 = α0|0〉+ α1|1〉+ α2|2〉+ ... (7.1)
where |0〉, |1〉 etc.. are the Fock states and αn is the corresponding amplitude of the Fock
states. If the light is attenuated to very low intensity such that α3 and higher are very
small, we can use two-photon absorption to absorb the two-photon |2〉 states, leaving behind
a stream of single-photon |1〉 states. This can be tested by doing a standard Brown-Twiss
photon-photon correlation experiment.
Photon-photon interaction between single photons is of great interest in the field of
quantum information[121, 122]. The two-photon process could provide a logic gate acting
on single photons by which single-photon states are unaffected but two-photon states are
destroyed on demand.
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Figure 33: Real-space image of a polariton condensate created by the power trap method.
The polaritons are created by a powerful laser which creates an exciton barrier at the point
of incidence on the sample. They are trapped by the exciton barrier to form a condensate.
The dashed white lines show the calculated potential-energy profile felt by the polaritons[87].
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7.3 CREATING A POLARITON CONDENSATE
Polariton condensates can be created by using harmonic traps in the plane of the polariton
motion and varying the density of the polaritons. These harmonic traps can be made using
stress traps[48], changing the electric field[123], varying the cavity length during growth, or
by shaping the exciton cloud. However, an electric field causes interference with the polariton
since it could cause a change in the oscillator strength of the exciton while controlling the
width of the cavity during growth can be really hard. Thus, our preferred approaches
to create a harmonic trap are stress traps[23], shaping the excitonic cloud, and resonance
excitation.
7.3.1 Stress Trap
A change in the width of the polariton cavity causes a change in exciton energy. This results
in a change in the detuning and causes a drop in the polariton energy. The change in energy
of the polariton is given by the Pikus-Bir Hamiltonian[124]. One way to change the cavity
width would be to stress the back of the sample and make a depression into the sample and
cause a localized change in the cavity width. In this method the sample is held between two
plates and stressed from the back with a small pin. This causes a distortion in the cavity
which causes an increase in the unit cell volume and results in a local energy minimum. The
pump beam is incident on the front of the sample and luminescence from the same surface
is observed as the cavity width is changed.
It must be noted that since the cavity width of our samples change along the length of
the sample, this causes an asymmetric trap. This method further lets us stress any part of
the sample and gives us the freedom to pick the strongest coupled region. If we excite the
sample non-resonantly, the polaritons move to the local minima created in the sample and
form a condensate. In my work I did not use a stress-trap. However, this method is available
in our lab.
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7.3.2 Laser-generated trap
For short lifetime polaritons, the interaction time between particles in the condensate is of
the same order as the lifetime of the polaritons, i.e., 1-2 ps. This causes a discontinuity in
the transition to a BEC and it becomes harder to reach an equilibrium state, which earns
them the name of ”non-equilibrium condensate”[125, 126]. However, our polariton samples
have a high Q factor of ≥ 3 · 105 as a result of the high number of DBRs on the front and
back which gives us a lifetime of 180 ps. As long as the polariton lifetime is longer than the
interaction time between the particles, it is possible to achieve an equilibrium state quite
easily.
As mentioned in Section 3.3.2, the width of the cavity varies across the sample and
causes a change in the polariton energy across the sample. This acts as a potential gradient
which produces a force of −∂U/∂x. When the sample is pumped non-resonantly with a high
density beam, we create a large density of polaritons which experience a force due to the
cavity gradient. Thus, the polaritons are accelerated along the cavity gradient and move
towards a lower energy. However, if we create an exciton barrier, the moving polaritons will
be stopped before the barrier and we can obtain a high intensity of polaritons in a single
spot. By increasing the density of the polaritons above the critical density for condensation,
we can create a polariton condensate.
As we increase the intensity of the pump beam, we create a large density of excitons at
the pump spot, which we call the “exciton cloud” (Figure 33). Since the excitons, with a
mass of 0.3me, are much heavier than the polaritons, they cannot move more than a few
microns in their lifetime and remain stationary compared to the polaritons. The excitons
repel the polaritons due to Coulomb interactions, forming a positive potential. This causes
a blue shift of the polaritons compared to their energy when created with a a low intensity
pump beam.
The polaritons created at the pump spot are repelled by the excitonic cloud and move
away in both directions. In one direction, the polaritons move towards lower energy in the
sample. In Figure 33, this is to the right of the exciton cloud. In this case, they gain
momentum as they move away and continue to move out of our field of view. In the other
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direction (left of the exciton cloud in Figure 33), they encounter the cavity gradient which
forms one wall of the harmonic potential. The exciton cloud forms the second wall. As we
increase the intensity of pump beam we increase the density of the polaritons. At a particular
density we see a sudden jump into a single-energy state at the bottom of the harmonic
trap. This is the condensate state. Luminescence from this state is now brighter than the
luminescence from the pump spot which is about 10µm away to the right of the condensate.
Measurement of the spectral width of this luminescence is limited by our detection system.
One of the drawbacks of this method is the high intensity of the pump beam required to
create the polaritons. The high intensity, coupled with the excitonic cloud, causes a localized
hot region with an increased temperature. If we increase the intensity of the pump beam too
much, we could push it above the critical temperature and the condensate could disperse or
be unstable. Since we are viewing the time-averaged image of the condensate, this could be
hard to pick out. Thus, while it is essential to use a high intensity laser beam, we should
also take care to not increase the pump power too high. A solution to this problem is to use
a chopper to chop the beam with a given intensity in order to reduce heating of the sample.
Since more of the pump beam goes through the mirrors at this energy, a lesser pump power
is required.
While using a power trap to create polariton BEC in the experiments described in this
thesis, we used a picosecond Ti:Sapphire laser to create the condensate. This laser was used
in the continuous wave mode, since we needed to synchronize it with a femtosecond laser at
half the polariton energy. The sample was placed in a bath cryostat and the experiment was
performed at liquid helium temperatures. Under these conditions it requires ∼ 200 mW to
create the condensate.
7.3.3 Resonant excitation
Polaritons can also be created by pumping the sample resonantly at the polariton energy.
We tweaked the laser beam to the exact polariton detuning we are looking at. Since this is
resonant pumping, the pump beam is at the same wavelength as the signal and the reflection
of the pump beam off the sample surface could interfere with the photoluminescence from
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the condensate. In order to avoid that, we pumped at a spot far away from our point of
observation and injected the polaritons with an in-plane momentum so they move into our
field of observation.
We can check the energy of the polaritons at our point of observation by pumping the
spot normally with non-resonant beam produced by a diode laser. This beam is at a much
higher energy (∼ 1.76 eV), so we can spectrally resolve the photoluminescence to eliminate
the pump beam and look for the polariton. Once we determine the energy of the lower
polariton at the detuning we’re interested in, we tweak the Ti:Sapphire laser to produce a
beam with the same energy. The FWHM of the laser is < 0.2 nm.
Since we are pumping at a point away from our field of view, it is necessary to give the
polaritons an in-plane momentum (k||) for it to travel to our field of view. This is done
by pumping “up-slope”, i.e., towards a higher energy gradient in the cavity. As discussed
in Chapter 6, the polaritons, which are created far away lose momentum as they exchange
kinetic energy for potential energy until they reach k|| = 0, at which point they turn around.
By controlling the angle of pumping, we can control the initial in-plane momentum and
ensure that they turn around when they come into our field of view. This is done by
adjusting the focusing lens.
This method gives us a way to directly pump into the ground state of the polaritons. If
we increase the power of the laser such that occupation number is greater than 1, we can
create a non-equilibrium condensate. Since we can adjust the angle of incidence and pump
energy, we have the freedom to create a condensate at any energy detuning on the sample.
Since we need to come in at a wide-angle for these experiments, we used the microscope
cryostat to cool down the sample.
7.4 STIMULATED ABSORPTION WITH NON-RESONANT PUMPING
In order to study the stimulated absorption of the two-photon beam, we need to be able
to measure the beam coming through back of the sample. However, we couldn’t measure
the absolute power and compare it with the pump beam since the DBRs at the back of
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Figure 34: A representation of the experimental setup for stimulated absorption experiment
where the condensate is created by non-resonant pumping. The condensate was created by a
beam coming in at an angle while the two-photon beam was incident normally on the sample
and was measured coming out through the back of the sample.
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the sample reflect a portion of the beam back, while another portion will be absorbed by
the GaAs substrate. In order to lessen the absorption by the substrate, a portion of it
was removed by polishing. Also, since we only wanted the change in the pump beam in
the presence and absence of the condensate, it was unnecessary to know the absolute beam
strength in the absence of the condensate. The experimental setup was similar to the QDs
(see Chapter 3, Section 3.1) but with a dichroic mirror, which helped us send the two-
photon beam and the non-resonant beam simultaneously and co-linearly. The non-resonant
excitation beam creates a large final-state occupation which enhances the absorption of the
two-photon beam.
In order to measure the amount of two-photon beam passing through the sample, a
specially prepared sample holder was used (Figure 25(d)). This holder had a hole in the
center which allowed two-photon beam to pass through. The hole was ∼ 2 mm in diameter,
which was sufficient to allow the pump beam to pass through. In fact, our focused beam was
the order of a few tens of µm2 at that position, which gave us the freedom to move along the
cavity a little bit to study the polaritons at different detunings. Although, as discussed in
Chapter 5, two-photon excitation is better while the pump beam is incident at a large angle,
we had to send the beam in normal to the sample since we needed to collect the beam going
through the back of the sample. However, the beam was expanded to a size of 1 inch and
sent through a focusing lens which gave it a range of k-values.
The sample was placed in the bath cryostat, where the sample is receded from the front
window of the cryostat by 7 cm. This meant that we could no longer use a microscope
objective and had to use a longer focal length lens instead. By placing the sample at the
center of the cryostat and the focusing lens against the front cryostat window, we were able
to collect the beam coming through the sample by placing a collecting lens with similar focal
length against the back window. The pump beam going through the sample was measured
using a Germanium photodiode, a power meter or a avalanche photodiode (APD), while the
luminescence leaking out through the front of the sample was viewed using the CCD and
streak camera.
The non-resonant beam used to create the condensate (referred to here as the “single-
photon” beam) was sent at an angle using a small side mirror. A schematic of this set up
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is shown in Figure 34. The beam was sent at an angle for two reasons. One, our focusing
lens for the two-photon beam was the same as the collection lens, we wished to not move
the lens once we are done with alignment, but we needed to control the position spot where
one of two beams hit the sample since we wanted the beams to overlap on the sample. Thus
we needed to be able to control the position of the single-photon beam to get the two beams
to overlap on the sample and needed a separate control of the single-photon beam. We also
required separate focusing of the two beams since they were at different wavelengths and
the focal length changes slightly with wavelength. Two, by sending the single-photon beam
normal, we risked the beam going through the sample and overwhelming our photo-diode
and power meter. Although we could have used multiple long pass filters, our average single-
photon beam intensity was two orders of magnitude greater than the average two-photon
beam intensity and enough of the beam could leak through and interfere with our photo-
diode. It is worth mentioning that for the non-resonant beam, the in-plane momentum given
by the large angle does not play a part since the momentum is dispersed to phonons by the
time it cools down to the polariton energy.
Although two-photon absorption is a very weak process in polaritons, the rate of ab-
sorption can be controlled by the occupation number of the final state. Even if the process
is weakly allowed, the large occupation number in polariton condensate should enhance the
process. Change in absorption was measured in two ways: first the two-photon beam go-
ing through the sample was measured with and without the presence of a condensate and
second, the luminescence from the sample was measured for changes due to the stimulated
absorption.
7.4.1 Measurement of the beam going through the sample
A condensate was created at 5 K and the two-photon beam was sent through the condensate
and measured coming out through the back of the sample. The two-photon beam going
through the sample was measured with and without the condensate by blocking the beam
creating the condensate with a blocker. The two-photon beam was measured with a Thorlabs
power meter attached to a low-power head. If there is indeed a stimulated absorption of
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Power with the condensate blocked (in W) Power with the condensate (W)
190 185
116 110
51 48
Table 1: Power of the two-photon beam in the presence and absence of the condensate. The
power was measured with a power meter. There seems to be a small decrease in the power
of the two-photon beam due to the presence of the condensate.
the two-photon beam, we would expect a decrease in the beam intensity when there is a
condensate present. The power was integrated over a 10 second time period to get rid of
noise and fluctuations in the laser.
The measured results are shown in Table 1. In this table, the power of the beam creating
the condensate was kept constant while power of the two-photon beam was varied. As seen
from the table, there seems to be a small decrease of ∼5-6% in the power of the two-photon
beam due to the presence of the condensate, which indicates that there may indeed be a
modulation of the two-photon absorption by the presence of the condensate.
We also changed the intensity of the beam creating the condensate while keeping the
intensity of the two-photon beam constant at 760 µW . Since the change in intensity of
the beam creating the condensate should affect the number density of the condensate, we
would expect to see a change in the amount of two-photon beam absorbed by the condensate
as we change the density of the condensate. The results from this experiment are shown in
Figure 35. While we see a slight increase in the amount of two photon absorbed, the change is
not too high. The weak dependence indicates that the condensate is not strongly modulating
the absorption since we would expect the absorption to be linear with the condensate density.
Our reason for the sub-linear dependence could be because as we increase the intensity of the
beam, the condensate flows out of the trapped region faster, and thus the number density
of the ground state of the condensate might not increase linearly with increase in pump
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Figure 35: Change in two-photon beam intensity against change the intensity of the beam
creating the condensate. The intensity of the two-photon beam was constant at 760 µW.
There is a slight increase in the amount of two photon absorbed. The change is not too
high since as we increase the intensity of the beam, we provide the condensate a certain
amount of energy to escape the lower energy state. The threshold power required to create
the condensate was 300 mW.
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intensity.
Another point of consideration was the localized heating of the sample due to the pres-
ence of the condensate. The condensate was created with a high-power CW beam and the
measurement was done with an integration of 10 seconds. The high-power beam could cause
heating and expansion of the sample over this time period, which could cause a change
in the absorption of the two-photon beam itself. Since the absorption seen in the beam
was marginal, we were not entirely convinced that that the beam measured was due to the
condensate itself and not due to heating effects of the condensate.
To reduce the effect of localized heating due to the high intensity beam, we used a chopper
to chop the pump beam creating the condensate. The chopper is controlled by a controller
which lets us set the frequency with which we chop the beam at 500 Hz. The two-photon
beam is sent to an avalanche photo-diode (APD). The frequency of the chopper and the
signal from the APD were sent to a lock-in amplifier. The lock-in amplifier only picks out
the frequency of the signal which matches that of the chopper. This helps eliminate the
laser beam coming through the sample and pick out the signal modulated by the presence
of the condensate alone and we get a direct reading of the deterministic absorption of the
two-photon beam. The experimental setup is shown in Figure 36. Even though there is still
heating from the CW pump beam, the effect is uniform during the presence and absence of
the condensate since the system doesn’t have time to cool down again between the “on” and
“off” period of the condensate.
We changed the point of incidence of the two-photon beam on the sample and scanned
across the condensate. We looked for a maximum APD reading as we scanned across the
sample - we expected a maximum as we cross the condensate. The results are shown in
Figure 37. As seen, the a maximum corresponds to the location of excitonic cloud rather
than the condensate itself, which is centered at x = 0.025. Also, we noticed that the decrease
in the change in absorption on both sides of the condensates are different. This indicates
that the polaritons are indeed playing a role, since heat diffusion should be symmetric. The
polaritons cloud is not symmetric because to the left of the condensate, the polaritons hit
the cavity barrier, while on the right, the polaritons continue to flow. The fact that there is
some modulation on the downhill side indicates that heating is playing a role in addition to
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Figure 36: A representation of the experimental setup where we used a chopped to chop the
beam creating the condensate. The frequency of the chopper and the signal from the APD
were sent to a lock-in amplifier, which picks out the frequency of the signal which matches
that of the chopper.
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Figure 37: Change of the position at which the two-photon beam was incident on the sample
vs change in signal power. (a) Change in power observed on the lock-in amplifier. (b) Real-
space image with position at which we are observing marked out.
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the polaritons.
We also performed a power series of the two-photon beam keeping the number density
of the condensate constant. As we increase the pump intensity, we should see an increase in
absorption followed by a decrease. This can be explained by considering the model shown in
Figure 38(a). We consider a two-photon beam with intensity I0 incident on the sample. It
is absorbed both in the microcavity region of the sample as well as in the substrate. Since
it undergoes two-photon absorption, we consider absorption until the second order and the
change in intensity of the incident beam with distance is given as
dI
dx
= aI + bI. (7.2)
Integrating we get the intensity to be
I =
I0
1 + bxI0
. (7.3)
Since the length of the sample remains constant, we assume the absorption coefficient in the
microcavity to be b1off and b1on in the absence and presence of the condensate respectively,
and the co-efficient of absorption in the substrate to be b2. If Ioff is the intensity of the
two-photon beam coming out through the back of the sample in the absence of a condensate
and Ion in the presence of the condensate, we obtain
Ioff − Ion
I0
=
1
1 + b1offb2I0 +
1
I0
− 1
1 + b1onb2I0 +
1
I0
(7.4)
As seen in Figure 38(b), as we increase the intensity of the two-photon beam incident on
the sample, the change in intensity of the beam coming through the back of the sample in
the presence and absence of the condensate increases until it reaches a maximum and then
decreases. Our data is shown in Figure 39, where we can see that the change in intensity
of the beam increases with increasing intensity of the two-photon beam and then decreases
as expected. This is true for absorption due to both heating effects as well as stimulated
absorption.
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Figure 38: (a) Simplified model of the polariton sample assumed. (b) Simulation of the
change in absorption with increasing intensity of the two-photon beam. Note: Noise was
artificially added.
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Figure 39: Our experimental data for change in absorption of two-photon beam due to
change in intensity of the beam. As expected from the simulation, the intensity of the beam
increases with increasing intensity of the two-photon beam and then decreases.
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7.4.2 Measurement of the photoluminescence
We also measured the intensity of luminescence from the polariton sample coming out
through the front of the sample, when a condensate alone is present, when there is a conden-
sate and the sample is being pumped with a two-photon beam, and when only the two-photon
beam is present. If the intensity due to the condensate and the two-photon beam together is
greater than the intensity due to the condensate and two-photon beam incident separately,
we can conclude that we see deterministic absorption of the two-photon beam.
Since the two-photon beam is a pulsed beam and the condensate is created by a CW
beam, we used the streak camera to look at the difference. The streak camera was time-
locked to the pulsed two-photon beam while a condensate was created with a CW laser.
We looked for a change in the condensate intensity at the moment the two-photon beam
hits the condensate. However, the luminescence from the condensate is ∼ 106 stronger than
the polariton created by the 2-photon beam and hence a change in intensity could not be
detected by the streak camera.
The problem so far with non-resonant pumping was that a lot of power (∼300 mW) is
required to create the condensate which heats up the sample. When we block the high-power
pump beam, we visibly see the temperature drop by a couple of degrees, which might affect
the change in absorption of the two-photon beam. Although we have used a chopper to
chop the beam, we might still have instantaneous heating effects. The other problem is since
we have a very strong luminescence from the condensate, it masks the luminescence due
to the two-photon beam and it is hard to estimate the change in luminescence due to the
two-photon beam. To circumvent this problem, we created the condensate with resonant
excitation.
7.5 STIMULATED ABSORPTION WITH RESONANT PUMPING
We created a condensate by pumping resonantly at an angle as detailed in Section 7.3.3. In
non-resonant excitation, much of the power used to create the condensate is dissipated as
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phonons. A large laser intensity is required to create the power trap. However in resonant
pumping, we directly pump the polariton states. This minimizes the pump power required
to create the condensate. Also, since there is no exciton cooling from the excited state to
the ground state by the emission of phonons, we reduce the heating effects that we saw
previously.
We pumped far away from our field of view using the method described in Section 6.2.
Since the pump spot is not in our field of view, we see no interference from the pump
beam. Since the incident beam had a large angle, we imparted a large in-plane momentum
to the polaritons. However, they lost this momentum as they traveled “uphill” against the
cavity gradient as discussed in Section 6.2. We looked at the polaritons as they came into
our field of view and turned around since they are at k|| = 0 at that point. We used the
microscope cryostat to pump the sample since we needed a wide field of view. The cryostat
was maintained at a temperature of 4-5 K
Unlike the non-resnonant experiment, where the polarization of the laser beam is lost,
from experiments in Section 6.4 we know that for resonant experiments, the polarization of
the polaritons depends on the polarization of the pump beam. Hence, we made sure that the
two beams - pump beam creating the condensate and the two-photon beam — are polarized
in the same direction. We also made sure that the two-photon beam is TM polarized to
ensure maximum absorption of the beam.
7.5.1 Condensate creation with a CW beam
We used a Ti:Sapphire MIRA laser in its CW mode to create the condensate. A CW
beam was chosen since the condensate should be present when the pulsed two-photon is
incident on the sample and since we were using two different lasers to create polaritons in
the sample, having them be incident at the same time would be hard if they were both pulsed
- one of our lasers has a repetition rate of 76 MHz, while the other has a repetition rate of
250 kHz. Since we needed a higher intensity to create polaritons with two-photon excitation,
we used a pulsed two-photon beam and created the condensate using a CW beam. A pulsed
femtosecond laser was used to send in the two-photon beam. This laser was tweaked to be
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at exactly half the energy of the the CW laser, while the CW laser was tuned to the lower
polariton energy.
We created a polariton away from our field of view and changed the power of both the
laser creating the polariton condensate as well as the two-photon beam such that the intensity
of the polariton luminescence due to both the beams was comparable. The experimental
setup is given in Figure 40(a). We control the k|| of the two-photon beam with a periscope
and look for a change in intensity of the two photon signal with and without the single
photon beam.
The images were viewed initially on the CCD camera where the luminescence was time-
averaged for about 10 seconds. We measured the intensity of the polariton luminescence
due to the CW beam alone, due to the two-photon beam alone, and due to both the two-
photon beam and CW beam incident at the same time. If there is deterministic absorption
of the two-photon beam, the difference between the intensity of polariton luminescence due
to two-photon beam and the CW beam at the same time, and the two-photon beam and
CW beam separately should be non-zero, i.e., intensity due to CW beam and two-photon
beam - (intensity due to CW beam + intensity due to two-photon beam) should be greater
than zero. However, we do have a bit of background noise due to various aspects such as
changes in room light, etc. To make sure any luminescence we see is due to deterministic
absorption, we changed the momentum of the two-photon beam incident on the sample by
varying the position on the microscope objective using the periscope. If there is deterministic
absorption, we should see a peak when the two-photon beam is incident on the exact spot as
the condensate created by the CW beam. However, no real change in intensity was noticed
as k|| was varied to make sure there is an overlap.
The single-photon beam is CW, while the two-photon beam is pulsed and much more
intense for a shorter period of time. However on the CCD camera, the intensity is time-
averaged. In order to get better comparable intensities due to the two beams, we viewed it
on the streak camera and increased the intensity of the CW beam to make the short time
intensities comparable. We phase-locked the streak camera to the two-photon beam so that
we observed the polariton luminescence due to the two-photon beam on the screen. Again,
we varied k|| using the periscope and saw no change in intensity due to the CW beam.
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Figure 40: The experimental setup for deterministic absorption of pulsed two-photon beam
by a condensate created by resonant excitation using a CW beam. (a) The two-photon beam
was sent in normal to the sample through a microscope objective. The in-plane momentum
was controlled using a periscope. (b) The two-photon beam was sent it co-linear with the
CW beam. 108
Since we needed a high intensity two-photon beam, we used a microscope objective which
required us to come in normal to the sample. This required the added step of k-matching
since the two beams needed to have the same k|| at the same spot. Though we tried to
vary k of the two-photon beam to match that of the single-photon beam as it comes into
our field of view, k-matching has to be exact. To get better k-matching, we made the two
beam collinear and incident on the same spot as shown in Figure 40 since we should see an
increased absorption even if the signal due to the two-photon beam isnt intense.
The luminescence was again viewed on both the streak camera and CCD Camera, but
we did not see any change in the absorption of the two-photon beam. We calculated the
occupation number of the condensate (discussed in detail in Appendix A) and found it to be
less than 1. This told us that we needed to increase the occupation number of the polariton
state quite steeply to see any deterministic absorption.
7.5.2 Condensate creation with a pulsed beam
The occupation number calculation told us that the occupation number of the polaritons
created with the CW pump beam is off by a factor of 10 from the desired occupation number.
However, this calculation is for the ideal case. In our experiment, we have defects on the
sample, cryostat window, etc. which add to the loss in power making the desired intensity
to achieve an occupation number ≥ 1 harder to achieve using the CW beam.
However, if we use a pulsed 200 femtosecond beam, with a repetition rate of 250 kHz, we
will increase the intensity of the input beam for the same power by 107. In order to do this
we split the pulsed beam from the OPA into two using a beam splitter. Half the beam is sent
directly to the sample and was used as the two-photon beam, while the other half was sent
to a frequency doubler (a BBO crystal) as shown in Figure 41, where the beam is doubled in
energy. This beam is used to create the condensate. We will lose two-photon beam intensity
but theoretically should still have enough power to see an increase in absorption compared
to the condensate.
The two-photon beam was initially sent co-linear to the frequency doubled beam - and
hence at a large angle. Since we were viewing the two beams on the CCD camera and the
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Figure 41: The experimental setup for deterministic absorption of pulsed two-photon beam
by a condensate created by resonant excitation using a pulsed beam.
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streak camera, we decreased the intensity of the frequency doubled beam so the luminescence
from both were comparable within an order of magnitude. However, since we are coming in
at a large angle, we couldn’t use a microscope object and couldn’t get a tight focus with the
two-photon beam, so the intensity of the luminescence was really weak. When we reduced
the pump intensity of the frequency doubled beam to match the luminescence from the
two-photon beam, it wasn’t enough to create a condensate.
Since the absorption of the two-photon beam should increase by the occupation number
of the condensate state, we sent in the entire frequency doubled pulse. The power of the
femto-second one-photon beam hitting the sample was ∼20 µW, which should give us an
occupation number of ∼100. This should give an increased absorption of the two-photon
beam by two orders of magnitude. However, the luminescence due to the two-photon beam
was three orders of magnitude weaker than the condensate created by the single-photon
beam and we were unable to see a change in the absorption.
Thus, while we do see absorption due to the presence of polaritons in the condensate
created by laser-generated trap, we are unable to verify this by a condensate created by
resonant excitation.
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8.0 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
8.1 CONCLUSION
Two-photon absorption, while having direct applications in many devices, can also be used
to study aspects of quantum systems using methods that are not possible using single-photon
excitation. For example, the energy of excitation is far from the energy of interest and thus we
do not see any interference from the pump beam. More importantly, two-photon excitation
gives us a means to probe dark states. In this thesis, I have looked at two-photon excitation
of both quantum dots and microcavity polaritons. The motivation for these experiments
were quite different.
Spin flip times of excitons in quantum dots are important for their possible applications
in quantum information and quantum computing. In this thesis we have probed the spin
flip times of excitons in self-assembled GaAS quantum dots by exciting the dark state and
time-resolving the luminescence from the bright state. This told us that the spin flip time of
these excitons is of the order of a few hundred picoseconds, while the “cool-down” time. i.e.,
the time taken by the quantum dots to emit phonons and go from a higher energy excited
state to the lowest excited state is of the order of a few tens of picoseconds. This time is short
compared to the dephasing time in other systems. Spin-flip requires emission of a particle
carrying angular momentum while cool-down occurs through emission of a particle carrying
away energy. Since phonons could do both, we believe that both transitions occur through
phonon emission.
We used time-resolved spectroscopy to study the microcavity polariton system and
showed that direct two-photon excitation of lower polaritons is possible under certain cir-
cumstances. Although other studies of two-photon excitation of exciton-polaritons have
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considered the possibility of an allowed absorption process into the 2p state of the exci-
tons or through second harmonic generation[66, 70], we have conclusively shown — both
experimentally as well as theoretically — that we have dark/bright state mixing when the
polaritons are created with a non-zero in-plane momentum. This mechanism does not in-
volve higher-lying J = 2 or 2p exciton states and instead is seen when the pump beam is
tuned to be resonant to the lower polariton. We have also shown that direct two-photon
excitation is proportional to k4|| and happens only when the beam is TM polarized. Direct
two-photon excitation of polaritons leads us to expect nonlinear effects such as interaction of
macroscopically occupied polariton states and light waves at half their frequency. When we
time-resolve the luminscence while resonantly pumping the higher energy states, we do see
those states being excited. However, the luminescence from excitation of these states has a
long rise time since they must cool down to the lower polariton energy.
We also created polaritons away from our field of view and watched them travel into
our field of view exchanging kinectic energy for potential energy, turn around once they
reached zero-momentum and leave. This conclusively told us that we were indeed are seeing
direct two-photon absorption. We were also able to use this to measure the lifetime of the
lower polariton in our microcavity sample and found the lifetime to be similar to the lifetime
measured with single-photon excitation.
Fermi’s rule states that absorption into the final state goes as the occupation of that state.
We used a laser beam to create a condensate and control the two-photon absorption of a
second beam which was at half the energy. Deterministic absorption of the two-photon beam
could be used to build optical gates. We used different methods to create the condensate.
While creating the condensate non-resonantly we saw a slight modulation of the two-photon
beam but were not sure if the modulation was due to the condensate or heating effects
from the condensate since there is evidence for both. In order to minimize the heating
effects, we created the condensate using resonant excitation. In this case we looked at the
luminescence from the sample in the presence and absence of the condensate. However, we
were unable to achieve an occupation number greater than one when we tried to match the
the luminescence from the two-photon beam with the luminescence from the resonant beam
and since the luminescence due to the two-photon beam was too weak. When we created
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the condensate with a more intense signal, the change in the the luminescence due to the
one-photon beam washed away a possible change in the luminescence due to the two-photon
signal.
8.2 FUTURE DIRECTIONS
Achieving deterministic absorption of the two-photon beam could have tremendous applica-
tions. If we are able to control the absorption of the two-photon beam by the presence of the
condensate, we could use it as an optical gate. Further, the two-photon of the polaritons we
study are right in the communication wavelength. Since the two beams can be propagated
using a optical fiber, deterministic absorption can happen far away from the laser system.
One of the biggest challenges in deterministic absorption of the two-photon beam has
been creating a condensate with resonant excitation and viewing deterministic absorption of
the two-photon beam at the same time. While creating the condensate resonantly we have
been unable to achieve an occupation number greater than one in the experiment where
we tried to match the the luminescence from the two-photon beam with the luminescence
from the resonant beam and the luminescence since two-photon beam was too weak. In the
experiment where we created the condensate and viewed the change in two-photon beam,
the luminescence from the condensate over-powered any possible change in the luminescence
due to the two-photon signal. However, if we are able to measure the two-photon beam going
through the sample, it would not be necessary to reduce the intensity of the beam creating
the condensate.
The other challenge is matching the position and momentum of the two-photon beam
with the beam creating the condensate. This is done by scanning over a wide range of
momentum. However, if we are able to confine the polaritons to move along channels etched
in the microcavity sample, we could overlap the two beams quite easily.
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APPENDIX A
CONDENSATE CALCULATION
For a resonantly-injected polariton gas, elastic scattering will cause the polaritons to quickly
scatter to all directions of k within the range of energy of the optical injection. Thermal-
ization to other magnitudes of k will happen much slower. Therefore we can estimate the
number of photons needed to give amplification as the number of polariton states within
the energy range of the injection. Injecting this number of photons will give an average
occupation number of unity, which can be taken as the threshold for onset of amplification.
For a 2-D system, the density of states per unit area is given by:
D(E)
A
∆E =
m
2pih¯2
∆E (A.1)
where m is the mass of the polariton and ∆E is the line width. In our system
m = 10−4me (A.2)
where me is the mass of an electron. The energy relevant for our optical resonant injection
experiment is the cavity line width which is, approximately,
∆E = 0.05 meV, (A.3)
which gives us
D(E)
A
∆E = 106cm−2 (A.4)
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In the resonant experiments the power of our laser hitting the sample was ∼1 mW. Since
the spot size of the beam on the sample is ∼ 10 µm2, our intensity is
I =
P
A
= 10−3 W/cm2 (A.5)
The energy of a single photon hitting the sample is ∼ 1.5 eV. Thus the number of photons
hitting the sample front of the sample per second is
1
A
dN
dt
=
I
Eph
' 1021 cm−2s−1. (A.6)
and the number of photons hitting the sample for the lifetime of the polaritons (τ ∼ 200 ps)
is
N
A
=
1
A
dN
dt
τ ' 1011 cm−2. (A.7)
However the transmission of the front mirrors is T = 10−6. This gives us the total number
of photons inside the microcavity in the lifetime of the polaritons to be
N
A
= 105 cm−2. (A.8)
Thus we are not sending through enough photons to cause simulated absorption. How-
ever, if we use a femto-second pulsed laser with a repetition rate of 250 kHz and a pulse
width of 100 fs, we increase the peak intensity by an order of magnitude of 104 for the same
intensity.
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APPENDIX B
GROUP THEORY CALCULATIONS
Bulk GaAs has cubic symmetry and is generally represented by the Td group. However we
interested in studying the creation of polaritons in quantum wells. Quantum Wells can be
represented by the D2d group.
The valence band of the QW is two-fold degenerate at k = 0. They are represented by
Γ6 which represents the light hole and Γ7 which represents the heavy hole. If you had add
in the spin state represented by Γ6, you get
Γ6 ⊗ Γ6 = Γ1 ⊕ Γ2 ⊕ Γ5
Γ6 ⊗ Γ7 = Γ3 ⊕ Γ4 ⊕ Γ5
(B.1)
as representations of the light hole exciton and the heavy hole exciton respectively. In our
samples, the light hole exciton is higher in energy than the heavy hole and hence we excite
the heavy hole.
The lowest conduction band in D2d is represented by Γ1. We are interested in excitation
to the conduction band with the dipole operator, given by −→p , which is represented by
Γ4 ⊕ Γ5. Here Γ4 represents the components of the electric field perpendicular to the plane
of the sample, and Γ5 represents the components of the electric field parallel to the sample.
We are interested in finding out 〈f |−→p |i〉, where f is the final exciton state and i is the initial
ground state of the semiconductor.
While performing single-photon excitation with k = 0 we come in normal to the sample
and only have the electric field components represented by Γ5. We have a single dipole
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operator acting on the heavy hole state. We look up the operator multiplication in the D2d
multiplication table to see if it’s possible to excite to the final state and obtain
〈Γ1|Γ5|Γ3〉 = 0
〈Γ1|Γ5|Γ4〉 = 0
〈Γ1|Γ5|Γ5〉 6= 0
(B.2)
The first two states Γ3 and Γ4 cannot be excited directly. They are called the dark states,
and the third state, Γ5 which can be excited directly, is called the bright state.
For two-photon excitation with k = 0 we have two dipole operators −→p × −→p acting on
the initial state. Again, since we are coming in normal to the sample we only consider the
Γ5 representation of the photon. Looking it up on the multiplication table our operator is
Γ5 ⊗ Γ5 = Γ1 ⊕ Γ2 ⊕ Γ3 ⊕ Γ4. (B.3)
This gives us
〈Γ1|Γ1 ⊕ Γ2 ⊕ Γ3 ⊕ Γ4|Γ3〉 6= 0
〈Γ1|Γ1 ⊕ Γ2 ⊕ Γ3 ⊕ Γ4|Γ4〉 6= 0
〈Γ1|Γ1 ⊕ Γ2 ⊕ Γ3 ⊕ Γ4|Γ5〉 = 0
(B.4)
As expected only the transition to the dark states is allowed for two-photon excitation,
while transition into the bright state is forbidden, which indicates that there should be no
direct creation of polaritons at normal incidence since only the bright states would interact
with the cavity photon.
However, we have only considered normal incidence so far. For incidence at an angle
we consider the
−→
k · −→p theory, which tells us that transition to a forbidden state could be
allowed at non-zero
−→
k , if there is an intermediate state to which transition from both the
initial and final state is allowed. However, the probability of transition depends on how far
away in energy the intermediate state is from both the initial and final states.
In general the initial and final states can be written as[28]
|unk〉 = |un0〉+ h¯
m
∑
m
−→
k · 〈umo|
−→p ⊗−→p |unk〉
En − Em |umo〉 (B.5)
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For non-zero k instead of only calculating 〈uf0|−→p ⊗−→p |uio〉 to first order we can write
〈u
f
−→
k
|−→p ⊗−→p |u
i
−→
k
〉 = h
m
∑
m
(−→
k · 〈uf0|−→p ×−→p |um0〉
)〈um0|−→p ×−→p |ui0〉
Ef0 − Em0
+
h
m
∑
m
(−→
k · 〈um0|−→p ×−→p |ui0〉
)〈uf0|−→p ×−→p |um0〉
Ei0 − Em0
(B.6)
If we come in with a beam that is transverse electric(TE) polarized, we only have com-
ponents of the electric field parallel to the surface. However if we come in with a beam that
is transverse magnetic(TM) polarized we would have a increasing component of electric field
with increasing k. It is apparent that the possibility of the transition occurring only depends
on 〈uf0|−→p ×−→p |um0〉〈um0|−→p ×−→p |ui0〉 and 〈um0|−→p ×−→p |ui0〉〈uf0|−→p ×−→p |um0〉 Thus we check
if this matrix could be non-zero for both the TE and TM cases below.
For TE polarized beam we only use Γ5 ⊗ Γ5 for −→p × −→p and consider transitions from
the bright state Γ5 into Γ1. We obtain
〈Γ1|Γ5 ⊗ Γ5|m〉〈m|Γ5 × Γ5|Γ5〉 = 0
〈m|Γ5 × Γ5|Γ5〉〈Γ1|Γ5 × Γ5|m〉 = 0
(B.7)
for all values of m. Thus it is not possible to perform two-photon excitation with a TE
polarized light even at a large k.
In a TM polarized beam, we have Γ4 components as well. Thus for the dipole operators
−→p ×−→p , we’ll have to consider Γ5⊗Γ5, Γ4⊗Γ4 as well as Γ4⊗Γ5. Since there are two matrix
elements, we will have twenty-four different possibilities out of which sixteen are unique and
listed below.
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If both the operators are the same, i.e., we have either Γ5 ⊗ Γ5, Γ4 ⊗ Γ5 or Γ4 ⊗ Γ4 for
the operators, we get
〈Γ1|Γ5 ⊗ Γ5|m〉〈m|Γ5 × Γ5|Γ5〉 = 0
〈m|Γ5 × Γ5|Γ5〉〈Γ1|Γ5 × Γ5|m〉 = 0
〈Γ1|Γ4 ⊗ Γ5|m〉〈m|Γ4 × Γ5|Γ5〉 = 0
〈m|Γ4 × Γ5|Γ5〉〈Γ1|Γ4 × Γ5|m〉 = 0
〈Γ1|Γ4 ⊗ Γ4|m〉〈m|Γ4 × Γ4|Γ5〉 = 0
〈m|Γ4 × Γ4|Γ5〉〈Γ1|Γ4 × Γ4|m〉 = 0
(B.8)
for all values of m. For operators that are different, we get
〈Γ1|Γ4 ⊗ Γ4|m〉〈m|Γ5 × Γ5|Γ5〉 = 0
〈m|Γ5 × Γ5|Γ5〉〈Γ1|Γ4 × Γ4|m〉 = 0
(B.9)
for all values of m.
However, we obtain
〈Γ1|Γ4 ⊗ Γ5|m〉〈m|Γ5 × Γ5|Γ5〉 6= 0
〈m|Γ5 × Γ5|Γ5〉〈Γ1|Γ4 × Γ5|m〉 6= 0
(B.10)
for a state, m, represented by Γ5 and
〈Γ1|Γ4 ⊗ Γ4|m〉〈m|Γ4 × Γ5|Γ5〉 6= 0
〈m|Γ4 × Γ5|Γ5〉〈Γ1|Γ4 × Γ4|m〉 6= 0
(B.11)
from a state, m, represented by Γ1.
Thus we observe a non-zero matrix element when exciting with a TM polarized beam
which tells us that it is possible to excite directly into the bright state using two-photon
excitation provided we excite with a TM polarized beam through intermediate states of the
light hole. It is worth noting that the further away these states are in energy from the initial
and final states, the less likely it would be to excite through them.
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From Equation (B.6), we see that the matrix element will have a factor of k as well.
Since we square the matrix element, we have a k2 dependence for the transition. However,
as explained in Chapter 5 in our experiments, the Γ4 component increases as k
2.
Thus
〈u
f
−→
k
|−→p ⊗−→p |u
i
−→
k
〉 ∝ k4. (B.12)
This was shown to be true experimentally in Chapters 5 and 6.
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APPENDIX C
EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
In this section I’ll go over the details of the experimental setup used in both the quantum
dots experiment as well as the polariton experiments. The pump beam used for all the
experiments was the tunable output beam from the OPA (described in Section 3.1.1). In
order to be consistent with the definitions used previously, we have defined x-axis and y-axis
to be the plane of the sample and the z-axis to be perpendicular to the sample.
C.1 QUANTUM DOT EXPERIMENTS
The details of the experimental set-up is shown in Figure 42. The pump beam (output from
the OPA) was sent through two longpass filters, a telescope - which expanded the beam,
and a dichroic mirror (DMSP1000 from Thorlabs), which reflected the mid-IR two-photon
beam while transmitting the near-IR signal from the sample. The beam was sent through
a periscope which gave us control over the beam along the x and y axis (the plane of the
sample) and allowed us to chose the point on the sample we’d like to pump. Finally, the
beam was sent through a microscope objective placed on a z-axis stage which allowed us to
control the focus on the sample.
We placed our sample in an Oxford instruments microscope cryostat. The sample was
placed right up against the window of the microscope cryostat. The experiment was per-
formed at ∼4 K. The signal from the sample was sent through an imagining lens which
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Figure 42: A detailed representation of the experimental setup for the quantum dots exper-
iment reported in Chapter 5.
focused it to our spectrometer slit. The signal was spectrally resolved using a Princeton in-
struments Acton SP2500 spectrometer and time-resolved using a Hamamatsu streak camera.
While the time-resolved image was directly viewed on the streak camera, the signal not sent
to the streak camera was viewed on a Photometrics Cascade CCD camera.
C.2 POLARITON EXPERIMENT
The experimental setup for the data reported in Sections 5.4, 5.5, and 5.6 is shown in Fig-
ure 43. The initial beam path and the imaging system was similar to the one in Section C.1.
However, the sample was placed in a Janis bath cryostat, which allowed us to control the
temperature of the sample.
Two irises were used to steer the pump beam into the cryostat. Since the sample was
placed at the center of the bath cryostat, we could not use a microscope objective to send
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Figure 43: A detailed representation of the experimental setup for the initial polariton
experimental setup reported in Chapter 5.
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Figure 44: Two magnets were placed on either side of our polariton sample inside the bath
cryostat.
the beam to our sample and used a short focal length lens instead. The lens was placed
right up against the cryostat window. The imaging lens was placed on a three-axis stage
which allowed us to correct for changes in the beam path. The bath cryostat was placed on
a movable stage.
For the experiments reported in Section 6.1, the pumping and imaging setup shown
in Figure 43 was used. However, inside the cryostat, the sample was placed between two
solenoids as shown in Figure 44. A superconducting wire (a copper-clad Niobium-titanium
wire with a clad-diameter of 0.114 mm and an insulated diameter of 0.14 mm) was used
to construct the solenoid[120]. Two rolls of the super conducting wire was prepared and
the sample was placed between them. A current of up to 6 A was sent through the super-
conducting wires at a temperature of 1.9 K. When the current was 6 A, the magnetic field
produced by each coil at the center of the sample was calculated to be 1 T, which gave us a
total of 2 T at the point of interest.
For the experiments reported in Sections 5.8, 6.3, and 6.4, the setup shown in Figure 45
was used. In this setup, we used a telescope to shrink the pump beam in order to have greater
control over the in-plane momentum as explained in Section 6.3. We used a periscope to
control the point of incidence on the microscope objective, and two quarter waveplates to
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Figure 45: Detailed schematic of the experimental setup used to measure k-dependence.
rotate the polarization of the incident beam. This allowed us to look at the intensity of the
signal for both TE as well as the TM polarized pump beam as reported in Section 6.3. We
used a polarizer on the path of the output beam to study the polarization of the polariton
state as reported in Section 6.4.
For the experiments reported in Section 28, we used the setup shown in Figure 46. We
sent the beam at a large angle in order to obtain a large in-plane momentum. The sample
was pumped far away from our field of view. We used a long focal length lens to focus the
beam and the signal was collected using a microscope objective as before.
C.3 DETERMINISTIC ABSORPTION EXPERIMENTS
The experiments reported in Section 7.4 were performed using the setup shown in Figure 47.
A CW laser was used to create a condensate. The beam from this laser was expanded using
a telescope and sent through a chopper which chopped the beam. The frequency of the
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Figure 46: Detailed schematic of the experimental setup used to measure the polariton
lifetime.
chopper was fed into a lock-in amplifier. The beam was sent through a lens mounted on a
three-axis stage and was incident on the sample at an angle.
The two-photon beam incident on the sample had the same setup as that shown in
Figure 43. The remnant two-photon beam going through the sample was collected by an
avalanche photodiode(APD). The output from the APD was fed into a lock-in amplifier.
In the experiments reported in Section 7.5, the condensate was created using a resonant
excitation. The sample was placed in a microscope cryostat. The path of the two-photon
beam was similar to the one shown in Figure 45, while the single-photon beam followed the
path of the two-photon beam shown in Figure 46. The complete setup is shown in Figure 48.
The two beams were sent through separate periscopes to obtain control over where they
hit the sample and to achieve k-matching. In a separate experiment, the two-photon beam
was sent along the same path as the single-photon beam. This was done with the help of a
dichroic mirror placed in the path of the single-photon beam.
To obtain greater occupation of the polariton state, we used a pulsed single-photon
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Figure 47: Detailed schematic of the experimental setup for deterministic absorption of a
two-photon beam by a condensate created by by non-resonant pumping using a CW beam.
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Figure 48: Detailed schematic of the experimental setup for deterministic absorption of a
two-photon beam by a condensate created by by resonant pumping using a CW beam.
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Figure 49: Detailed schematic of the experimental setup for deterministic absorption of a
two-photon beam by a condensate created by by resonant pumping using a pulsed beam.
The pulsed beam was created by frequency doubling the output from the OPA.
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beam to create the condensate. The pulsed beam was obtained by frequency doubling the
two-photon beam. The output from the OPA was focused on a BBO crystal using a short
focal length lens. The frequency doubled beam coming out of the OPA was picked out and
reflected using a dichroic mirror (Thorlabs DMLP1180) and sent through a separate telescope
which expands the beam. The detailed schematic of this setup is shown in Figure 49. As
before, the two-photon beam was sent through the microscope objective, and collinear with
the frequency doubled beam in separate experiments. The signal was viewed on the CCD
camera and the streak camera.
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